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Campus profile

Making a
world of
difference

By Shawna Glynn
Sparun Datly Staff Weller

It was not an easy decision to come to, but after
ffebate and a lot of confusion, the Associated
Student Board of Directors voted 5-2-4 to allocate
$500 to the Muslim Student Organization (MSA)
for an upcoming event.
"It is not nearly enough," said MSA President
Yahya Radwan. "We will have to pull the money
together ourselves. We will have to pay for this
event out of our own pockets."
Originally, MSA asked the A.S. finance committee for $1,415 to fund events honoring National
Islamic Awareness week Nov. 13-17. The finance
committee denied the request for funding on the
basis that "funding the organization was in violation
of Special Allocations Stipulations #5(k). This stipulation states that A.S. will not fund student organizations which advocate or oppose any religion.
MSA appealed Wednesday night, explaining a
second time before the board of directors that the
event would not be a religious one, but would be
purely educational.
"We are constantly asked by professors, staff and
fellow students the reasons for wearing Hijab (head
cover) and other cultural matters that are obvious
See Meeting, page 4

Associate dean assists
students in many ways
By Ronda Studer
Special to the Spartan

Sitting behind a desk st nt ter cd is iii papers in
her International Studies office with a large collection of travel catalogs stuffed haphazardly in
a bookcase, the phone ringing constantly, and
students coming in periodically for information, Mar% Lou Lewandowski seems perfectly
content and organized working two very
demanding jobs.
As associate dean of graduate and
International Studies, Lewandowski’s or "Dr.
Lou" as her friends call her main goal is to
help students in anyway
possible. With warm
sparkling eyes, and a
mild demeanor, its no
wonder so many flock to
her for Kuidance.
"She is a motherly figure to all of her students, especially the
ones that have come
here from other countries," said Julie Valdez, a
receptionist who works
with Lewandowski.
A New Mirk native,
Lewandowski moved to
California to attend
Stanford
University.
Julie Valdez
After graduating with a
Receptionist
B.A. in philosophy, she
moved back to New York
and
attended
Binghamton
State,
where she received a doctorate in english literature. She did all of this while being married
and raising eight children.
"If she can get her Ph.D. while being married
and having eight kids to raise it gives me
hope that other people can do it too, Valdez
said.
Coming to SISU in 1969, Lewandinvski first
held the position of english coordinator ot creative arts, and later of technical writing. She
then became the associate chair of the english
department, and eventually she headed the
department.
In 1988 when the graduate and international
studies departments incorporated, she was
selected associate dean.
In the graduate studies department,
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She is a
motherly figure
to all other
students
especially the
ones that have
come here
from other
countries.

Forum discusses
future of education
Silicon Valley leaders meet
to implement new state plan
By Ken McNeill
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Representatives from Silicon Valley businesses
along with local politicians and educators met with
Postsecondary
Education
California
the
Commission (CPEC) Wednesday in a roundtable
forum to discuss major issues about the future of
higher education in California.
"It’s good to see a genuine interest in the direction of education. We have to refocus and rethink
the way we educate," said Marilyn Charell, president of SJSU Associated Students, who attended
the forum.
The meeting, held at the National
Semiconductor University in Sunnyvale, is part of
the Commission’s effort to implement its state plan
called "The Challenge of the Century," which is a
37 page document outlining a series of recommendations for institutions of higher education.
The plan is broken down into four sections. The
first, calls for providing better financing of collegiate opportunity because by the year 2003, the
commission expects the number of high school
graduates to increase by 22 percent. Unless major
changes are made in funding, more students will
apply to California’s colleges and universities dial
See Forum, page 4
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MaryLou Lewandowski, associate dean of graduate and International Studies, has been called a motherly figure and "the closest thing ... to an angel here on earth" by the people she works with.

See Dr. Lou :’-ve 4

Students wonder about debt control

Reading
between
the lines

By liamilah A. Boone
Spartan Datil, Staff Writer

When Kaisha Taylor (AMC to SiSl. Just
before her ISth birthday, little did she realize that when she graduates in May 1997,
she would have a debt of nearly $13,000
and no idea of how to pay it.
Taylor, who has been here for tour years,
has had a Vim card since her freshman
year, and the card is mimed out.
1 really thought I would only be using

he (aid
i
Ii nit
thought that only stupid pe, vie
their cards. Now I’m at least Sfo oset the
limit."
Taylor said part of the reason her debts
are so high is she didn’t reali/e how interest accrued, or that Visa would steadily
increase the credit limit on her card from
$6(X) to the $1.100 it is uiciav
Taylor isn’t the on Is SIM ,i.ident who
See Finances, page 4

Likticaznrz
Lars Holberg, a senior
French Literature
major, catches up on
his reading on the
stairs of the Student
Union Amphitheater.

Distance learning seen as solution
By Kevin Valine
Vartan Daily (opy

Nest semester there will be some new
students you’ll never we around campus.
It’s ma that the% don’t like the hiod in
the Student t’n iii they just have a killer
commute about 2,000 miles each way.
They are Western Michigan University
students who, via distance learning, will he
enrolled in a special education class

P11010 BY
CARI.OS
SPARTAN DAILY

College of Education.
’tiered In
Through compressed video technology,
the students will sit in a 1Vestern Michigan
clas.sroinn and wan h an tilSU professor on
a big-screen tetevisi ii. Re( Anse distance
learning is intent( Int, these students will
be able to ask quest!, to. and get answers as
if they were in thi’ il.o.rooin with the protem( r.
See Tuneup, page 5

Doctor death

A blend of music

Fallout of hate

Powell not to run

A woman whose cancer-ridden
body was left ma car outside the
county morgue became the 26th
person whose death was
attended by Dr. Kevorlcian.

As part of the American Music
Week for the SJSU School of
Music, an electro-accoustic
concert will be held Thursday.

The anta-murugrant thetonc of
the Proposition 187 campaign
created a fallout of hate and
discrimination against Hispanics,
an activist group charged.

Ending months of intngue,
retired Gen. Cohn Powell has
decided not to seek the
presidency in 1996.
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Newsroom Voices

On taking up running in middle age

Newsroom Voices

For conduct unbecoming a U.S. Marine
/dreamt that I was climbing into my car when suddenly I was attacked from behind by three men. I
struggled to get away, but I was out-numbered. I
was thrown to the ground, beaten and raped. I
screamed and jolted up from my bed. My husband
grabbed me, settled me down and I told him about
my awful nightmare.
My nightmare is another’s reality and I cry for the
young Okinawa girl who found her fate in the clutches of three belligerent U.S. servicemen. Her life will
never be the same and I hope the monsters who did
this to her spend their days behind prison bars in
Japan. If she has to live with pain forever, so should
they.
In Japan, on the evening of Sept. 4, three Marines
planned to rape. I say "planned" because they went to
the store prior to the attack and purchased condoms
and adhesive tape. (The adhesive tape was used to
cover the girl’s eyes and mouth and bind her hands
and feet.) God only knows why they bound her. She
stood no chance of defending herself, it was three
against one.
Under Japanese law, the accused are being tried for
snatching the sixth grader and raping her in the back
seat of a rented car. All three Marines pleaded guilty
to conspiring to the abduction and rape, but two of
the accused said that they did not actually penetrate
the child. They are all accused of beating her in the
fact and in the. slop-m.0 during the attack. Injuries
from the beating put the girl in the hospital for two
weeks for medical treatment.
Japan, as a country, is rightfully unhappy about this.
They now question whether U.S. military bases and
troops should even be in Japan at all, now that the
Cold War has ended. This incident has caused
uproar in the country, but it has apparently
caused very little concern here in the U.S.
Come on, this is serious business.
Women are raped in the United States everyday, all day. We live in a culture that perpetuates it and allows it to continue. People who
are raped live in terror forever, if they survive. And people who rape will continue
their mission if they are not caught.
The men who raped the young
Okinawa girl are representatives of
America. It is sad that they took with
them, to Japan, their American pastime.
Perhaps they thought they could get away
with it. Maybe it wasn’t their first act of
brutality. I am embarrassed and appalled

they went to the store prior
to the attack and purchased
condoms and adhesive tape ...
God knows why they bound
her. She had no chance of
defending herself, it was
three against one.
...

and I hope others are as disgusted as I am.
According to the lawyers representing the three
defendants, they have offered the girl a peace offering of money. The amount has not been decided.
Money? How about years of psychotherapy? How
about a personal body guard so she can walk down
the street without being terrified of it happening
again?
I hope they pay their dues. It will be interesting to
see what happens. Hopefully their military status will
not lessen their punishment. Hopefully, it
will even worsen the severity of their punishment.
Maybe it will set an example.
Shalom Glynn is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

’Ridiculous’ science solves serious problems

Attention,
Artists!

reconstructive surgery that follows
massive facial trauma. Is that not a
worthy goal?
Mr. Nomai also dismisses the
production of fruit flies with extra
eyes as yet another case of wacky
science.
The work by Walter Gehring’s
group on the eyeless gene in fruit
flies is important for at least two
reasons. First, one form of hereditary blindness in humans is caused
by a mutation in theaniridia gene,
the human version of the eyeless
gene. Second, and perhaps more
important, Gehring’s work provides the best demonstration to
date of a master control gene that
specifies the formation of a particular organ.
Given the power of genetic
analysis in fruit flies and the evolutionary relatedness of flies and
humans, it is not surprising that
biotechnology companies, in pursuit of more effective drugs, have
begun to perform extensive studies on potential molecular interactions in fruit flies, well knowing
that interactions in human cells
can be strikingly similar.
Finally, Mr. Nomai touches upon
the work of Fred Delcomyn, an
insect neurophysiologist who studies the neural coordination of
movement. Delcomyn’s research

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing ’political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep tip with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

only incidentally involves attaching
artificial limbs (i.e., toothpicks) to
cockroach limb stumps in studies
of how sensory input affects leg
coordination. Delcomyn’s work
contributes to our understanding
of the principles of neural control
mechanisms generally, and will
stimulate the thinking of scientists
who work on human mobility.
Fundamentally, though, an
appreciation of Delcomyn’s work
depends on an recognition of the
interdisciplinary nature of technological innovation. It is entirely
possible that engineers may design
walking robots using control algorithms based on those found in
the six-legged insect.
Will Delcomyn’s cockroach
experiments still seem so absurd
then? And is the work of the Max
Planck Institute’s Peter Fromherz
who recently developed an induction- based two-way communication link between computer chip
and neuron also misguided simply
because the neuron he used was
from a leech?
David J. Matthes
Assistant Professor of Biology

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.

Junk food at evening seminars
plus spending virtually all my
waking hours studying had
brought a slow metabolism
almost to a halt.
longer periods I began to question my image of
myself as a"mind person" whose connection to the
physical world was as tenuous as possible. A runner I
could identify with was Karen Bivens, a teacher of
physical education around the South Bay education
who began running in her 40s, and eventually,
inspired by older runners like Caffein, turned herself
into a marathonist. "You think, ’If I can do this, I can
do anything I put my mind to,’" she told me in an
interview late this spring.
I run for an hour now most weekdays, trying to
slowly push my time rather than my speed up. I
hoped to run my first race on my last birthday but,
come October, I was up to my eyeballs in coursework
and the Spartan.
I interviewed Annabel Marsh of San Francisco, 72,
while she was preparing for her 97t1. marathon.
Her advice to older athletes: "Keep moving.
The worst thing older people can do is to
place limits on themselves."
Leslie Farmer is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Anonymous Commentary
Setting the
record straight
The last sentence of Aaron
Nichols’ letter of Nov. 7
contained two typographical
errors. It should have read as
follows:

ik,efipst.A

livat

Make up your own mind and
see what the Greek system can
personally offer you before you
Join the anti-establishment
bandwagon.
We regret the error.

Opinion
page
policies

Letter
In his column appearing on
Nov. 6, 1995, A. J. Nomai made a
major, though no doubt inadvertent, contribution to the misinformation of our metropolitan university community. He selected
several areas of biological research
as clear examples of misdirected
science.
Unfortunately, the "ridiculous"
work noted by Mr. Nomai exemplifies exactly the kind of research
that is most likely to lead to health
and technological advances.
Mr. Nomai begins with a discussion of a photograph he saw in the
San Francisco Chronicle. The
photo shows a mouse with what
appears to be an ear grafted onto
its back.
Mr. Nomai seems to believe that
scientists were merely intent on
making a supermouse when, in
reality, the mouse only serves as
material evidence of a breakthrough in transplantation technology.
The "ear" on the mouse’s back is
simply a collection of human cartilage-producing cells grown on a
template of biodegradable polymers that have been formed into
the shape of an ear. A primary goal
of this work is the development of
technologies that allow surgeons
to use a patient’s own cells in the

Eighteen months ago, after a semester at SJSU. I
realized I had fallen victim to reentry slump.
Junk food at evening seminars plus spending
virtually all my waking hours studying had brought a
slow metabolism almost to a halt.
I had to find some form of exercise that would
burn up calories and give me the energy that only
physical activity can give. And it had to take less time
than my routine at the Y. The first thing that came to
mind was running: put on your shoes, shut your front
door and you’re off.
I hadn’t tried it since my first years in college, when
a misguided doctor advised me to just keep running
through the pain of shin splints. By the time my legs
had recovered school was out and summer vacation
tempted me back to sedentary ways.
This time I decided to do things right. I bought
proper running shoes and a -The Runner’s
Handbook," a book for beginning runners that had
been recommended to me. One of the first things it
advised was an extremely gradual approach run
one minute, walk one minute for 20 minutes total in
the beginning.
One minute at a time, it turned out, was as much as
I could manage. I staggered home exhausted, soaked
in sweat on a cold morning. Evidently five years of
Stairmasters and free weights were no preparation for
propelling my own body forward at a speed faster
than a walk.
My experience was similar to Jaclyn Caselli’s. Jaclyn,
a resident of San Jose, took up running around 20
years ago when she was in her 50s. At her first try
she barely made it around Stanford’s running
track.
When I interviewed her earlier this year, she
was running six days a week and racing regularly, including the occasional marathon.
The second week, I was able to run for a
minute and a half at a time; the next week,
two. Slowly the time I could run without a
rest crept up until I had reached 20 minutes. Then I decided to go for 30.
Slowly my time inched up. My neighborhood’s display of foliage and early
morning wildlife added interest to my
runs. One of the more arresting sights
was a female raccoon the size of two
cats, teaching her little ones how to
raid a garbage can.
As I began to run for longer and

The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924,3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

Under normal circumstances,
the Spartan Daily would never run
a submission from a reader that
was not signed. However, upon

receipt of this unsigned masterpiece, we unanimously decided to
make an exception.
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lioresi Campus Crusade for
Christ
Group Bible Study 5:30p.m.
Business jassrcsans Bldg.
Call 9247933.
KSJS 90.5131
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama HOW 121100M
lp.m., This & That 5p.m.6p.m., Radio Avian Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

Weekly Calendar
TODAY

Alpha Omicron Pi
Mr. Fraternity 8p.m.-I0p.m.
Student Union, Loma Prieta
Rin Call 293-7551.
Asian American C.hristian
Fellowship
God as Revealer by Nathan
Mihara 7:30p.m., Student
Union, Ciaranoan Rm.
Call 286-6427.
Canua Cruiade for Christ
Weekly Meeting Eyr.nn.z.le
l
Stunt
de Union,
n Rim
Call 924-7910.
Career Center
Interviewing for Success
I2noon Student Union,
Almaden Rm. Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Practice Interviews 1:50p.m.3:30p.m. Advance Sign-up,
Business Classrooms Bldg.
Rm. IS. Call 924-6033.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Noon Time Mass 12:10p.m.
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.

Okinamm Shorin Ryu Karate
C.lub
Workout 3p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West, Rm. 202.
Call 924-8759.

Child Development Club
Graduation & Upcoming
Events Meeting 4:30p.m.
Sweeny Hall, Rm. 100.
Call 945-4369.

Muslim Student Association
Salat-ulenunah with Nasser
ldeisas mam I :15p.m.-2p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 448-8212.
San Jose Straw Univetsky
’Theatre
Presents a Free preview of
Into the Woods," a musical by
Stephen Sondheirn, 7p.m.
SJSU Theatre. For ticket info Call 9244555.
SJSU Karate Club
Club Meeting
2:30p.m.-3:30p.m. Spartan
Complex West, Rm. 44B.
Call (510) 487-5893.

Career Center
Resume Critique 11p.m.12:30p.m., Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 924-6033.

km Hockey SJSU
Ice Hockey Game 8p.m.
Ice Centre. Call 280-5140.

Chicano/Latino Faculty and
Staff
Monthly Meeting 12noon1p.m. Chicano Resource
Center. Call 924-6046.

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Sc
Sigme Phi Rho Fraternity
"Its a Rho Thang," Rho TailMock Tail Social 6p.m.9:45p.m. Multicultural Center
Call 971-6373.

Hispanic Business Association
General Meeting 5:30p.m.
Student Union, Pacecho Rm.
Call 383-8569.

MEChA
Meeting 2pm. Chicano
Resource Center.
Call 924-7919.

Aikido aub
Weekly Meeting
3p.m.-5p.m., Spartan Complex
West, Rm. 202. Call 259-6816.

School of Music
Concert: "Electra-Acoustic"
7:30p.m., Music Bldg, Concert
Hall. Call 924-4673.

Gay, Lesbian Sc Bisexual
Affiance
Safer Sex Discussions
3:30p.m.-5p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call 295-7154.

Spartan Christian Fellowship
t:anipits Club - Weekly
Meeting 12noon Student
Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 354-7347.

FRIDAY

San Jose State University
Theatre
Presents a Free preview of
"Into the Woods," a muscial by
Stephen Sondheim, 7p.m.,
SJSIJ Theatre. For ticket info Call 924-4555.

Circulo I-Fop:mice
Meeting- Spanish Tutoring
12noon-lp.m. Student Union,
Council Chambers.
Call 298-9848.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Do You Remember 12noonI p.m., A Green Perspective
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Azdan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
WI 955-4831.

Student Health Service
Bone Marrow Volunteer
Recruitment Drive Targeting
African-Americans, AsianAmericans, latinos and Native
Americans 9a.m.-3p.m.
Student Union, Umunhum
Rm. Call 924-6117.

The Listening Hour
SJSU Gamelan
Ensemble:Music ofJava
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Musk
Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 924-4631.

Career Center
Co-op Orientation 2:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

SJSU Interdisciplinary
Demonstration Garden
Teliding the Garden - PLuitaig
and Watering. 9:30a.m.
Garden near Central
Classromni Bldg.
Call (415)254-1348.

Entries will not be published unties a
specific time, date, place of event
and phone number is
provided.
Sparta t;uide is free!!! And available
students, faculty & staff associa
duns Deadline is 5pm two days
before publication. Forms available
at DBH 209. Erinies may be edited
to allow for space restrictions.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Music Day 2:
.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 286-9524.
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State gets first match on DNA database; suspect arrested
LOS ANGELES (AP) - DNA on file in the database, state
California has recorded its first law enforcement sources said this
apparent match between a crime week.
California, whose DNA lab
and a person listed in a state-run
DNA database, resulting in the gained worldwide attention in
arrest of a man in a r,apc and the O.J. Simpson trial, has now
murder in Contra Costa County, joined other states benefiting
from a powerful crime-fighting
sources said.
James King has been jailed tool that soon will be used nationwithout bail and charged with ally when a country-wide DNA
murder and other counts after a database is established. Currently,
DNA sample collected in the 19 states and the District of
investigation was found to have Columbia have some sort of DNA
the same genetic profile of his registry.

swell to about 30,000 genetic profiles by the end of next year as
increasingly more blood samples
from released inmates are tested
and the results stored in the computer, said Van Winkle.
Several law enforcement
sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the apparent
match between a sample collected in the investigation and King’s
DNA profile in the database was
the first so-called "cold hit" for
the database program.

Technicians with the California
Department of Justice have been
building the state’s DNA database
for about the last two years, said
Michael Van Winkle, spokesman
for the Department ofJustice.
The database contains the
genetic profiles of about 4,000
violent felons and convicted sex
offenders, who are required by
law to provide blood samples
when they’re released from
prison or mental hospitals.
The database is expected to

The sources refused to comment publicly because of laws
prohibiting the out-of-court discussion of evidence in a criminal
case. Also, the sources were careful not to say the "hit" was an
exact genetic match; that determination, as the Simpson case
showed, is often the subject of
intense litigation.
King was charged last March
with murder, burglary, sodomy
and rape in connection with an
attack in Richmond.

’Doctor
Death’
strikes
again
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (AP) A California woman whose cancerridden body was left in a car outside the county morgue became
the 26th person whose death was
attended by Dr. Jack Kevorkian,
his attorney said Wednesday.
Patricia Cashman, 58, feared
ending up a "vegetable," unable
to care for herself, Kevorkian
attorney Geoffrey Fieger told a
news conference at his Southfield
office.
She had breast cancer for three
years, it had spread throughout
her body, she was in pain and had
recently lost her ability to walk,
which led to her decision to end
her life. Fieger said.
"Absolutely nothing has helped
her. She chose this end."
Employees of the Oakland
County medical examiner’s office
found Cashman’s body wrapped
in a blanket in the back seat of a
small car outside the morgue,
which is next to the county sheriffs office in Pontiac. The medical
examiner, Dr. L.J. Dragovic, said a
man anonymously called his office
about 9:45 a.m. to report the body.
An autopsy revealed Cashman
died of carbon monoxide poisoning; her right breast had been surgically removed previously, said Dr.
Kanu Virani, deputy chief medical
examiner.
Cashman, who lived in a mobile
home park in San Marcos, Calif.,
also was with her sister, who had
traveled from Los Angeles, when
she died. Cashman was divorced
and there were no other survivors,
Fieger said.
A woman who said she runs the
mobile home park confirmed that
Cashman had been ill and in pain
lately.
Cashman’s sister did not want to
be interviewed, Fieger said.
In a July 6 letter released by
Fieger, Cashman told Kevorkian
that she "would go to almost any
length to avoid ever being on pain
pills again."

Overdose shatters medical student’s image
ti EIN YORK (Al’) - Jennifer
imbrook’s smiling face was on
the cover of her medical school’s
recruitment brochure.
Most schools use models," said
Steve Villano, administrator of the
state College of Medicine. "We
used a true model student - her."
That image collided Monday
with a far different one: the
dynamic, 32-year-old Timbrook
dead in a hospital X-ray darkroom,
ppparently of a drug overdose.
, Police found needle tracks on
her arms and legs, indicating the
i’model student" from the
Midwest, who had been a top stuent and athlete in Southern
alifonsia, was no first-time user.
The cause of death remained
under investigation Wednesday,
hut detectives believe the thirdear medical student, who worked
part-time at gritty Kings County
ospital in Brooklyn, was killed by
la powerful tranquilizer.
The drug apparently was fen4nyl, which has a history of abuse
’within the medical community,
’said a police source who spoke on
!condiuon of anonymity.
Three syringes - one used, two
till full - were found underneath
and around the body, the police
!source said. Police were investigat-

WST
Registration
Deadline
Nov. 10, 1995
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Dec. 2,1995

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

log the possibility that the drugs
came from hospital supplies normally accessible only to doctors
and nurses, not medical students.
The revelation that Timbrook
could have been an abuser
stunned her family, colleagues and
classmates. They said that there
was nothing unusual about her
behavior and that they never suspected she had a drug problem.
Dismay and disbelief shrouded
the Brooklyn campus and him-

(Ire& of students and faculty members turned out for an impromptu
memorial service.
"We had no clue," her father,
the Rev. Max Timbrook, said from
Mitchell, Ind.
"She wanted her mother and I
to go to Kenya with her" for a
medical seminar, he said, recalling
a recent phone conversation with
the youngest of his five children.
"She was looking down the road."

AMTRAK CALIPRNIA
TO_ AND [RCN SOlooL
HAS ITS ADVANTAGES.
When it’s time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There’s no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares Tram
San Jose aboard either Amtrak California’s daily
Capitols or Sari &ragouts. And with Amtrak’s new
Student Advantage card, it’s more affordable than
ever! Annual enrollment in Student Advantage is
only $20 and you’ll receive a 15’4 discount on our
already low fares everytime you ride Amtrak.
So, next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.
Roundtrip
Fares

With SA card

Savings

. $8
$46.
Yosemite
$54.
$24 .
$20. . . . $4
Sacramento
. . . $6
$.53
South Lake Tahoe . . $41
$12
$78..$66
Los Angele
. .$13
. $73
$86
San Diego
$90 ... $76 ....$14
Palm Springs
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Dr. Lou: SJSU professor counsels students from other countries
From page 1
Lewandowslu aids students in
studies this pro
in
glans allows students to have more
th.m one major. She also reads and
deals with any thesis problems students might have. In addition, she
evaluates and accredits departtheists every five Years.
"... She’s a very loving and caring person, and she’s the closest

thing I’ve seen to ail angel here on
rel, who also
e.0 th," s.ud J.0
win ks in graduate studies.
In the mternat iiiii al studies
department. Lewandowski is a
counseler who aids students in
going abroad and also those who
are here from other countries.
There are two main programs
available to students interested in
going to school in another country.. One is International Programs

(IP) which was established in 1963
the official study abroad program of the CSU system.
The second IP is a direct
exchange through SJSU, where
students pay only the regular CSU
fee. The ’Bath, E.ngland, program
which Lewandowski has been in
charge of for seven years, offers
students the opportunity to study
with a group of SJSU students and
three faculty members in Bath.
AS

Students usually go for a year to
get the most out of the studyabroad experience. This allows
time for them to fully integrate
with another culture.
lewandowski has had numerous
experiences in foreign countries.
Between 1978 and 1984, she led
summer tours throughout Europe.
During that time she was also an
exchange professor in Paris, where
she taught English for a year.

She recently spent last spring
semester in Bath, England.
’It has been one of the high
points in my life,’ Lewandowski
said. "I made such good friends
there, and saw a great deal of the
countryside from field trips we
took to all of the historic al places."
Lewandowski enjoys writing in
her spare time. She has "ghost-written" a novel and published several
short stories. When asked how she

has managed to achieve what she
has so far, Lewandowski replied,
"My children drove me to it."
Needless to say, Lewandowski
has brought both guidance and joy
to the people she has associated
with.
Eona Lewis who works in graduate studies, said, "We are truly
blessed to have her in our lives."

Forum: State’s population expected to increase over 60 million in 40 years
From page 1
call be admitted, the commission plan
reports.
-Keynote speaker David Lyon, president
and CEO of the Public Policy Institute of
California, pointed out that in the next 40
years, he expects to see an increase of
more than 60 million in the state’s popula-

tion.
Next, the plan calls for creating a longterm financial aid policy that reflects the
economic conditions of the students who
attend each of the different educational
systems.
Third, the plan suggests that institutions
save money by becoming more efficient
and that they be allowed to keep the say-

ings and not see a reduction in future
funding.
Finally, the CPEC hopes to enhance the
relationship between higher education
and the business industry. "We have to
decide between a well-rounded education
and puttinf needed skills in the hands of
graduates, said Becky Morgan, former
state senator, and now president and CEO

of Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network.
SJSU Provost Linda Bain believes that
the education system needs to cater more
towards the needs of the individual. "Some
of that will be in person, and some of that
will be through technology," she said.
The CPEC, a 17-member citizen board,
began in 1974 and is California’s primary
source of information about higher educa-

non policy. It provides the legislature and
the governor with advice and information
about various issues concerning education
beyond high school.

Finances: Estimates say as many as 5,000 SJSU students are in debt
From page 1
may have tangled finances. Lou
SJSU student loan
Rinehart an
that as
counselor estimated
many as 5,000 San Jose State
University students took out loans
this Year.
Miriam Garnica is among those
5,000.
The art senior owes $10,000 in
loans and $4,000 on her credit
card. Like Taylor, she isn’t quite
sure of how to begin paying her
student loans when she graduates,
but she isn’t worried.
"I’m sure (the banks will) send
me a letter," she said.

Taylor estimates that it will take
her about 10 years to pay off her
school loan once she graduates.
In spite of loan counseling,
Taylor is still unsure of how to go
about paving off her loan.
"1 didn’t really get anything out
of loan counseling," she said. "I
don’t even remember the meeting.
It was too general."
"They’re helpful about how to
get a loan now, but they don’t
explain the consequences. They
make it sound really easy, but they
don’t get into how to pay it back
once you graduate." Taylor said.
"On the surface (getting a loan)
sounds great, but they don’t get

Ai
When I took out these loans, I took them out with the
understanding that I had to pay it back.
Kaisha Taylor
SJSU student

If
into the bad side."
Garnica disagreed.
*When I took out those loans, I
took them out with the understanding that I had to pay it back,"
she said.

Meeting
From page 1
in our everyday behavior," said
Rhoda Raga, SJSU student and
MSA member. "The Islamic Week
is designed to provide an opportunity for anyone who may have
questions to receive intellectual
answers."
A.S. Controller James De La
Cruz said during the 1991-92 fiscal
year, A.S. allocated $875 to MSA
for a panel discussion. On the day
of the event, members of the panel

Donald R. Ryan, director of the
Financial Aid office, expressed surprise that many students are
unaware of their loan obligations.
"When students borrow, they are
required by federal regulations to

come to loan counseling," he said.
"All of the obligations are
explained in detail."
In spite of loan counseling,
many students think financial aid
is unhelpful.
Taylor said it is difficult to get in
touch with financial aid counselors, and doesn’t know where to
go for financial counseling.
"I have the worst time trying to
call," she said. "I never get help
over the phone."
Garnica, however, said one reason why financial aid counselors
seem unhelpful is because they
have a lot of work.
"You can’t call them up for

counseling," she said. "The coun.
selors are pretty busy. They’re
accessible, they just don’t have a
lot of time."

Many SJSU students find themselves
in financial trouble upon graduation;
however, few know how to get out of
their financial straits. This is the firsi
in a series about common financial
problems and their solutions.

CSU to get higher exec pay, higher fees, at least for now
did not show up. Four members of
the panel were supposed to speak
on four different religions, but
only one person arrived and began
preaching the Muslim religion.
MSA was punished and ordered to
pay a fine.
"Since then, the association has
been allocated funds for events
and have adhered to the rules and
have kept the forums educational,
not religious," De La Cruz said. In
the 199495 fiscal year, the A.S.
allocated $1,425 for Islamic

Awareness Week.
While many on the board of
directors wanted to give MSA the
funding, some felt it would be in
violation of the rules and voted
against it.
"We need to approve this
group’s funding," said The AS’s
Glen Evans. "The finance committees original decision was not
sound. There are other religious
groups that have awareness weeks
and have requested funding We
gave it to them."

There are toxic chemicals in our water. Such as oil
And pesticides
You might think industry is to blame But they’re only
part of the problem You and I, in our everyday lives, are also
responsible for a tremendous amount of water pollution
However, we can all help protect our water. For example.
use less toxic household cleaners and practice natural lawn
care by composting and using fewer chemicals. And instead
of pouring used motor oil onto the pound or into storm drains.
simply take it to a gasoline station where it can be recycled.
To find out more. tall 1-800-504-8484. and we’ll send
you additional information on how you can help protect our
rivers, lakes and oceans.
That way we can turn this terrible tide around And
restore the beauty to our water

CLEAN WATER.
IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE,
WE CAN DO A LOT,

LONG BEACH (AP)
Trustees of the California State
University system voted pay
increases for top administrators
and a 10 percent tuition increase
for students Wednesday.
The tuition hike, which would
raise undergraduate fees from
$1,584 to $1,740, may not be
necessary, however. The trustees
included it as a technical budgetbalancing measure and plan to
ask the Legislature for an extra
$30 million so they can eliminate
the increase.
The tactic worked last year.
keeping this year’s student fees at

laseriethrOnle1711....t. Gov. Gray Davis
dissenting, the trustees granted
raises retroactive to July 1 for
Chancellor Barry Munitz and 22
other executives and campus
presidents.
Munitz’s first raise since he was
hired in 1991 puts his annual
salary at $190,008, an 8.6 percent
increase. The chancellor said he
intends to donate most of the
raise to an inner-city scholarship
program.
Of the 22 Cal State presidents,
four got no raises, 12 got 2.5 percent and six got 5 percent

increases for extra service.
The new salaries range from
$120,288 to $153,660 for Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo President
Warren Baker.
Student and faculty leaders
opposed the increases, especially
in tandem with fee hikes.
Tnistees contended that Cal
State was having trouble finding
and keeping top people because
other schools pay much more.
"We have superb people,"
Munitz told trustees Tuesday.
"The/ are dramatically underpaid.

SAN JOSE
STATE
UNIVERSITY
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

TOUCHTONE
REGISTRATION
BEGINS
NOVEMBER 14TH
GET YOUR FREE
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES!
Continuing Education,
ADM1 07
Student Union
Information Cente,
Admissions and Records
Assessment Center
Campus Parking Garages
or access the
World Wide Web
conted.sjsu.edu
http:

Ilkagna/M.0..1-IRAIMILMnallikAl40.11111111110.11.
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Tuneup: Learning process may move outside of classroom
From pogo 1
Before SJSU students file this
away as a far-fetched way to get an
education, they need to know distance learning may play a larger
role in their education as SJSU
restructures itself over the next few
years.
In his Oct. 6 inaugural address
in which he outlined this campus’s
future, President Robert Caret said
SJSU students can expect to learn
outside of the traditional format of
the classroom:
"Distance (learning), telecom muting, multi-media instruction,
self-paced instruction will all play a
role. The emphasis will be on
learning not on location ..."
SJSU already is tapping into distance learning.
During the past two years, SJSU
has been using distance learning
to share classes with Cal States
Chico, Hayward, Fresno and
Sacramento through CSUNet a
series of telephone and fiber-optic

id
The infrastructure is there. We just need to decide
what role distance learning will play in the future.
Betty Benson
SJSU’s Television Education Network director

lines linking all of the California
State University campuses.
Betty Benson
director of
SJSU’s
Television
Education
Network (TEN) said SJSU uses
distance learning for the same reason Western Michigan approached
this campus:
Distance learning is a cheap,
flexible way for a university to tap
into expertise it lacks.
Benson said it will cost Western
Michigan $12,000 in transmission
costs to offer its students an SJSU
bilingual special education class,

which is considerably cheaper than
if Western Michigan had decided
to develop its own class and hire
staff to teach it.
Benson said distance learning is
any situation in which the instructor and the student are separated
physically and use technology to
communicate.
That technology can be as basic
as a correspondence course sent
through the mail or the use of
radio programs or as advanced as
the Internet or compressed video,
which involves sending a video pie-

tint’ in digital format use’ the
phone lines.
Benson said SJSU has the communications network to make
inure use of distance learning.
TEN has been offering distance
learning to local community colleges and businesses since 1985.
"The infrastructure is there," she
said. "We just need to decide what
role distance learning will play at
the university in the future."
The expanded use of distance
learning calls into question the
relationship among CSU campuses. In an era of tight budgets, it
makes sense for campuses to avoid
duplication and share resources.
On Oct. 29, SJSU Provost Linda
Bain met with the provosts or their
representatives from eight of the
10 Northern California CSU campuses at San Francisco State
University.
Bain said the meeting was an
Informal discussion of ways in
which we might work together to
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share strengths and meet student
needs which a single campus can’t
do."
Frank Martino, the provost of
Cal State Hayward, agreed:
"Should campuses work together?" he said. "Yes. But some things
should be duplicated English,
math and so on." The key, he said,
is for each campus to ’nurture its
unique areas of expertise."
As an example, Martino said
SJSU and Hayward should both
have a foreign languages department but perhaps SJSU develops
expertise in Korean and Martino
wants that taught at his campus.
Instead of developing his own
Korean program, Martino would
find away to bring SJSU’s Korean
expertise to his campus. One way
might be distance learning.
Even if SJSU students use distance learning more in the coming
years, Benson said this technology
will never replace the traditional
university.

Monday:
MI San Jose State can no longer
afford to offer students nearly 200
majors. Many programs will be cut
or consolidated in the next few years
as the administration restructures
the campus.
Tuesday:
II The administration is looking
for ways to get an entrenched, territorial faculty to talk about San Jose
State’s new mission as the metropolitan university of Silicon Valley.
Today:
San Jose State is one of seven
CSU campuses with an enrollment
from 22,000 to 28,000 students. But
only San Francisco State one of
the seven offers more majors
than SJSU.
Thursday:
MI Distance learning the use of
interactive technology in the classroom will play a larger role in San
Jose Stare students’ educations in
the next few years as dwindling state
funding causes the campus to
restructure.

Electro-accoustic concert to perform as part of American Music Week
Performance will
blend technology
with harmony
By Chris Morris
Spartan Daily Staff Wilier

As part of the American Music
Week for the SJSU School of
Music, an electro-accoustic concert
will be held tonight. It features a
blend of music with technology.
"It’s a concert of music that is
composed by electronic technolo-

gy from computers to digital single
processors," said music professor
Pablo Furman, who’s responsible
for organizing the week-long
event. The concert will take place
at the School of Music’s Concert
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Music professor Daniel Wyman
said the concert is the presentation
of individual works by contemporary living composers. "They are
experiments with sound," Wyman
said.
"All kinds of different composers
are
represented
in
(tonight’s) concert. Some of us are

rather conservative in the way we
work with traditional structures in
music," he said. "... many people
will find to be quite unusual."
There are pieces in the concert
that will be played from digital
tapes, recorded entirely in the studios, Furman said. Also, there are
pieces that involve live performances with the playing of tapes.
One such piece is Wyman’s cornposition titled "No Exits," which
was co-written by saxophonist
William Trimble. Wyman is looking forward to hearing the piece
performed and how Trimble per-

forms to it. Prior to the ending of the concerts always have guest
"No Exits," there is a pause that composers included, too.
gives Trimble a chance to play solo
One of the performances is a
before the tape starts playing collaborative piece by SJSU music
again, Wyman said. The trick is for professor Brian Belet and William
Trimble to know exactly when the Walker,
who’s
from
Apple
tape begins again.
Computer, Inc. It’s titled "Cross"There’s a single pulse running town Traffic."
through the entire composition,
There will be a piece by SJSU
and if he feels the pulse inside him professor Allen Strange titled
dead on he’ll make it," "Phoenix and the Harlequin," and
it features electronic sounds on
Wyman said,
Since the concert is organized tape.
by the School of Music, it’s common that the composers featured
are from SJSU, Furman said, but

Prop. 187 rhetoric blamed for hate crimes against Hispanics
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
anti-immigrant rhetoric of the
Proposition 187 campaign created
a fallout of hate and discrimination against Hispanics, an activist
group charged Wednesday on the
one-year anniversary of the measure s passage.
Callers to a hotline established
last year offered incidents "shockingly reminiscent of a segregationist era: Hispanics sent to the back
of the bus, a youth barred from a
theme park because of his appearance, a Guatemalan couple asked
to show their money before they
ordered food at a restaurant," said
a studs released by the Coalition

for Humane Immigrant Rights of
Los Angeles.
The study was announced in
front of a reconstructed barracks
that housed interned JapaneseAmericans during World War II.
"The attitudes we saw then and
what we see now are strikingly similar it’s the target that’s different," said CHIRLA Executive
Director Luke E. Williams Jr.
the
news conference,
At
Torrance-born Fermin Espinoza
said he was asked for his green
card when he tried to cash a check
in July 1994 at a First Interstate
Bank.
"The’, said they didn’t believe I

was a U.S. citizen," he said. "My 15year-old son was with me during
this humiliating experience."
Maywood bakery owner Maria
Esther Orozco, a U.S. resident for
21 years, said a restaurant manager
refused to let her eat until she displayed money and credit cards.
Eulalio Giron, a legal resident,
said security guards stopped him at
a Home Base store in the City of
Industry in November 1994, called
him a "wetback" and lunged at
him.
The report, based on 229 complaints to a CH1RLA telephone
hotline, also cited an October 1994
incident in which an Inglewood

id
All kinds of different
composers are
represented in (tonight’s)
concert.
Danie! Wyman
Music professor
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Hey Spartan, Eat Garden!!!

police officer allegedly demanded
a "green card" at gunpoint from a
woman after responding to a complaint of loud music at her home.
"The rhetoric permeating the
debate over Proposition 187 created an environment that gave
license to discrimination and intolerance and has had severe consequences for the Latino community
in and around Los Angeles," the
report contended.
Among other things, the report
recommended requiring "cultural
awareness training" for government workers and employees for
large companies.

GARDEN FRESH
VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT
Featuring. Asian & Lowtot Dishes Over 30 Entrees to Choose From
Sun-Thurs. 11:00am - 9:30pm Fri. & Sat. 110(hm - litoOpm
Lunch Specials 1100am-2:30pm
1245 W. El Camino RIO Miramonte (Next to Baskin Robbins)
Mountain View 415-961-7795

1/2 OFF*
Lunch or

Dinner

*Purchase any lunch or dinner and
receive the 2nd of equal or lesser value
at I /2 off!
One Coupon per person
Take out included
Expires 11-30-95

Astronomers seek space telescope to find signs of life
( Al’)
DURHAM, N.C.
proposed
have
Astronomers
telescope
new
space
launching a
into orbit near Jupiter to help
answer one of mankind’s most
basic questions: Are we alone?
As scientists envision it, the teleactually, an array of telescope
scopes would be out far enough
to detect faint images of any Earthlike planets outside our solar system and identify any telltale sign of
life.
"You can’t think of a more basic
question," Edward Weiler, chief scintist of NASA’s Hubble Space
Telescope, said Tuesday. "Are we
alone? Are we the only living thinking things in the universe?"
Weiler will soon assume the
management of NASA’s effort to
search for other planets a project NASA Administrator Daniel
Goldin has identified as one of the

space agency’s principal goals in
the coming years.
Roger Angel, a telescope builder
and astronomer at the University
of Arizona, discussed one leading
telescope proposal at a briefing
held at Duke University by the
Council for the Advancement of
Science Writing.
Angel and Arizona colleague
Neville Woolf have proposed four
1.5-meter telescopes mounted on a
beam that would rotate slowly like
a giant, single-blade fan, with its
four large, polished eyes directed
at a nearby star.
The telescope array would have
to be near Jupiter to put it outside
of the dust that muddies the view
from the closer reaches of the
solar system, Angel said. It could
be built to open up and assemble
itself in space, or it could be
launched in pieces and assembled
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on the space station. he said.
At this early stage, the cost of
such a mission is unclear, Angel
said. But he gave a rough estimate
of $1 billion to $3 billion. And
Weiler said the telescope would
probably cost less than the
Hubble, in 1990s dollars.
Weiler said the necessary technology already appears to exist,
but putting all the pieces together
and making them work, even if
pursued aggressively, could take
maybe 15 or 20 years.
The telescope’s search for life
should be more likely to succeed
than earlier efforts to look for
radio signals from other civilizations. The goal is to find ozone in
other atmospheres, an almost certain indicator of photosynthesis
from alien algae, forests or flowers.

NEW
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Student Union
SJSU Ballroom
"Rather than rely on state-of-the-art laser light shows,
the FJB simply relies on sheer musicianship to dazzle fans."
-j,’uriial Stir

’A combination of rock .11, isv and soul re’,
the Chicago group’s show was goosebump-prodii,-ing
Flonon :ham
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New players add depth to Spartans’ squad
By Rowena T. Millado
Sport= Daily Mail 14nter

With an addition of 10 new Spartans adding depth to
the women’s basketball team, the 1995-96 season should
be a turnaround season, said women’s basketball head
coach Karen Smith.
"We should he .500 or better (this season)," Smith
said. "This is really a turnaround year for us. We have
players who can score ... (and) can put points on the
board."
The women’s basketball team ended the 1994-95 season with a 4-24 overall record and 2-16 in the Big West
Conference. Smith thinks that with nine returning players, who are in better shape than they were last season,
and the new players, the team will do better.
Rebecca Hunt, a 6-foot-2-inch center, is coming off a
summer weight-training regimen in better shape than
last season, and she is expected to start at the center position again this season.
Hunt, a senior who did not start last season, was sporadic in her play, but "when she played she really cook)
do sonic damage, said Smith, who is looking to Hunt to
be the team leader.
I need to be a leader out on the court; we have a lot
new players," said Hunt, who played in a summer league
to refine her skills. "1 need to do my part."
Behind Hunt, will be Sasha Spalding from Beverly Hint
High School. At 6-foot-3-inches, the freshman center wid
be a backup for Hunt.
"She will get a lot of minutes inside," Smith said.
"Spalding will give more depth in the position that wasn’t
there in the past."
Three-point specialist Natasha Thompson, a newcomer from Canada, will be coming off the bench as a backup off-guard for senior Kari Steele.
Australian Kylie Page, a 6-foot-2-inch freshman, ii
doing well at small forward. "(Kylie) played a lot of club
teams in Australia," Smith said.
The 19-year-old sees the fast-break style of American
basketball more to her liking than Australian basketball.
"I can’t wait for the season to start," Page said. "Our
team is full of talent."
The Spartans’ first exhibition game of the 1995-96 season will be against Otelul of Romania Wednesday in the
Event Center at 5:30 p.m.
"They are tough and will be a good challenge for us,"
Smith said.
"They are a really good team, but we have a talented
team," Hunt said. "We have to show them what we are
made of."

or
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believes the team will be able to improve after its poor showing last
season winning only four of 28 games.

etball coach Karen Smith watches over the team during
-- Event Center Acidtng ter new players to the Srartan roster,

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
PARENTS/FANS!!
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA &
UNIVERSITY INN WELCOME GAME
FANS FOR THE NOVEMBER 18TH
WOLF PACK VS. SPARTANS
FOOTBALL GAME
Your $85.00 package includes:

Smith

Women’s tennis team begins season
By Ginger McDonald
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The SJSU women’s tennis team
will compete in the Rolex
Intercollegiate Pacific Regional
Tennis Tournament at Stanford
University beginning Friday at 8
a.m.
Anh-Dao Nguyen, coach of the
SJSU women’s tennis team, said
they will have four players in the
competition: two singles and one
doubles team. The Pacific Region
(San Jose to Washington State) top
10 draw consists of 64 women and

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES / ENTRY LEVEL

Two nights in our comfortable guest rooms
(single/double occupancy)
Continental Breakfast for two Saturday and Sunday
24 hour complimentary coffee
Free covered parking

The University Inn is a 173 room hotel located on the
University of Nevada, Reno campus conveniently
located three blocks from Mackay Stadium and four
blocks from downtown Reno’s entertainment & casinos.

$85.00

32 doubles. The tournament is a
doubles one-round and singles
two-round elimination.
"There is a pretty good field of
competition this year. SJSU has a
new team with only one member
returning for her second year, so
our competition will be more on
an individual rather than a team
basis," she said.
The SJSU number one singles
player is Mary Tourtlotte, a junior
nutrition major who transfered
from UC Davis. The number two
player is Michelle lamil Natro, a
sophomore child development

85.00 $85.00

major from Hawaii.
The doubles players are Staci
Nicole Holmes, a freshman child
development major from Texas,
and Heather Klein, a sophomore
biology major.
Natro, the only SJSU returning
player, said, In California tennis
(compared to Hawaii) the competition is definitely there. I hope to
do well this year." She has been
playing since she was nine years
old.
Holmes, the doubles player, said
preparing for the tournament
means a minimum of 10 hours of
tennis a week for the players.
I think we can win our first
round against Sacramento State
University. We have been playing a
lot and concentrating on ground
strokes and volleys," she said.

Nguyen said this is the only tournament they will be playing in the
fall, so the key is to focus on conditioning and play a lot of challenge
matches amongst the SJSU players.
Tourtlotte will lead off in a singles match.
"We encourage students to
come out and support us. The
admission is free and Stanford has
a beautiful tennis stadium,"
Nguyen said.
We have some really good players this year, and they are very dedicated.
"It’s the one of the hardest
working teams I’ve had in a while,
so I’m really excited about what
they can achieve," she said.
The tournament begins Friday
and continues through Monday. ,

Enterprise, one of America’s fast growing and Lu gest privately held companies, is currently expanding In the Bay Area. Ideal candidates will be motivated,
makeit-happen people who will have the ability to follow our fast paced
Management Training Program where growth and financial rewards come quickl
* BS/BA Degree required
Retail/sales experience a plus
’ All promotions to management 100% from within
All promotions based on perfonnance and merit
’ Management incomes yearly $30,000-S75,000 salary
Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K
Enterprise is America’s largest rental car company o ith over 2,0t10 locations and in, .I1,11,
15.155) employees. If you are energetic and success driven, we want to hear from you
For Menlo Park, Palo Alto, San lose, Sam., iu tir Monterey call and ask tor II ,un In
Resources at 408-467-1300 or send resurno
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Pin
226 Airport ParkAway, Ste 600
San Jose,

C95110

Equal oppo,tumiv eniployer

SAMUEL ADAMS
9rALL"D:L-101:7-NO-4"-L:S
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Committee announces results of self-study on athletics
By Sloan Hruby
Spartan LIlly Stall Writer

On Wednesday, the NCAA financial committee for SJSU disclosed
its results of a self-study on the athletics financial budget. Vice
President of Administration Don
Kassing spoke on behalf of the 11 member committee, presenting its
findings in 11 areas.
Started two years ago, the committee examines how to best allocate the $7.5 million dollars SJSU
receives from the state for athletics. SJSU is among a few California
universities that conduct the self-

Classi
The SPARTAN DAILY
no claim tor products or
services advertised below nor Is
Mere arty guarantee implied. The
classified coltenne of the Spartan
Deily consist 01paid advertising
and cawing, are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
MOMS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MISSING: TIM GAVEL101 Where
are you? if you see this message,
please come to the Collonades
and dial 023. C.H.
FAST RJNDRALSER Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
groups,c1Lbs, motivated indvidua’s.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%-6
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

WANTED
HELP MAKE A MIRACLE!
Loving surrogate mother wanted
to help an infertile couple. Wife
is blonde and green-eyed. A
devoted, loving couple long to
become parents, and need your
helpl if you are motivated to help
us realize our dream, please call!
Small Miracles (406) 379-4100.
EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION PRETZEL LOVERS!
Auntie Anne’s Pretzels at
Oakridge Mall has openings for
P/T, afternoons, rites and weekends. Flex hours around your
school schedule. $5.00+. Stop by
the store or call 229-2008.
LEAD VALETS/PARKING
attendants needed, good, flexible
hours, great job for students.
Apply in person: 2752 DeLaCruz
Santa Clara.
PAPA MURPHY’S PIZZA in
Sunnyvale is looking fcr day, evening.
weekday 8. weekend he Flexbie
hours. No experience necessary.
Call Bill at 245-0500 or stop by
939W. El Camino Real. Sunnyvale.
NANNY/MOTFIER’S HELPER
Los Gatos working mother seeks
helper for child care, errands and
light housekeeping. One schoolage child. Experience, refs. and
reliable car required. M-F 1 to 6.
Seto $7/hr, DOE Call 356-2613.
WEDIEND JOB Sat a Sin 8 am12. Assist healthy, active, disabled person w/personal care,
cooking, cleaning. Can train.
QUestions? 408-364-0303.
SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for our 14
Preschool & school-age daycare
programs. 6-12 units,, ECE, Rec,
POych, Soc, or Ed required. Exp.
prOferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around
yobr school schedule - even if
you are only available 1 or 2
afternoons. Cel 379-3200 ext 21.
S ONG SHARP INDIVIDUALS to
market prepaid long distance
phone cards. Possible $2000.+
mo. part-time. For more info call
408-997-6235.
NO EXPERIENCE? WE’RE HIRING!
Greeters/Bussers/Servers P/T
The Old Spaghetti Factory
51 N. San Pedro. Apply in person.
ACCOUNTING INTERN. Local CPA
fIrrn needs top student -accounting
mrSa who has canpk3ted first seines
ter of Interm. Actg. strong computer
shills to assist with automated trial
tolenceAkorkpeper program, develop
graphics-based financial presenta
tibra & spreadsheet applications. 1020 hrs/wk-flexible. Call Jim Perisho
or Kathy Baker at 408-4532828.
THE YWCA has Immediate
openings for Childcare Teachers
and Aides with E.C.E., Rec., P.E.
ot Psych units. P/T & 3/4 time
%reliable. Salary & benefits. Call
247-1693 for more info.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Cm/Mown Si Law Fern has immediate opening for P-T receptionist
Elam-12noon, M-F. Must speak
some Sparta). Need somecanaJta.
phone & clerical experience. Good
irlterpersonal and organizational
shills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between
9ern-4pm M-F.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
World Schools is hiring teachers
fOr our school -age daycare programs. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
preferred. Most positions are
2-5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M-F. Short
morning shifts are also available.
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.

study. The premise of the selfinquiry follows the Operating
Principles established by the
NCAA.
The
principles
are
designed to propagate ’relatively
full and stable opportunities for
the student-athlete.
Kassing opened the conference
by stating that school history and
revenues are the reasons SJSU is
involved in intercollegiate sports.
Kassing said new changes in the
distribution of monies.
One of our commitments is to
promote gender-equity athletes,"
Kassing said. He said since the
induction of the self-study, alloca-

Ai

Sponsors become more interested when major
teams come to play in our stadium,
Don Kassing

Vice President of Administration

PP
dons and funding have stabilized
in the last two years. Because the
NCAA formulates its funding in
areas of sales and participation,
Kassing said having Stanford at
Spartan Stadium helped consider-

ably and with Cal Berkeley scheduled next year, things look even
better.
Kassing mentioned the importance of funding from sponsors,
booster clubs and campus clubs

that have added Ui SJSU ’s financial
stability.
"Sponsors become more interested when major teams come to
play in our stadium," Kissing said.
He made it clear that for other
teams to survive, basketball and
football have to be successful.
Next year, the Spartans leave the
Big West and move into the WAC
conference that offers $75,000 to
teams that sell out home games.
The Big West currently offers
$50,000 to teams who sell out their
games.
A financial review accompanied
by a self-study is conducted annual-

ted

Phone: 924-3277

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
part-time. am/pm shifts. Serving for egg donation. Desperate
Downtown San.bse hi in person Asian couples need your help
22 West Saint John, San Jose. to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30. healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
w/infents,
todand expenses paid. Please call
FT/PT positions
dlers, preschool and school age. WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
growth
CHILDCARE ASST. For Los Gatos Great advancement and
635,000/YR. INCOME
health club. Flexible hours, oppty. Good benefits. lmmed.
8:30am - 1:00pm, Mon. -Sat. openings. ECE + exper. preferred. potential. Reading books. Toll
Contact Joyce at 408-358-1967. Call Action Day Nurseries, Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
408-867-4515.
CASHIERS WANTED FT or PT.
TELEMARKETING
Flea* hours perfect for students.
OPPORTUNITIES
Starting pay $6 to $6.50 per hour. Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Fara serd restrne to Maly Jensen
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
Classic Car Wash
7deys a week. Hourly, plus bonus. FREE TRAINING IMMEDIATE SS
Clean Water.
Markeung Reps
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
"Earth Friendly Products
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
Campbell CA 95008.
PT/FT. 408-567-0770.
Fax 4 371-4337.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
408-364-2700 NO FEAR!!! MAJOR UPSIZING.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and Campbell
School Age Program. Energetic Office positions also available. Ambitious people needed for
several positions with environindividuals encouraged to apply.
mentally concious company, Call
$70010 $8.00 PER HOUR
Teacher position ECE units
408-358.7711.
with scheduled increases.
required. All majors accepted.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
Full-time or Part-time
998-1343.
distributing wild -grown, organic
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
products. 12-yr-old company
FULL TRAINING
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
wanted. Must be energetic, have
marketing plan can earn you
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
a professional customer service
substantial income quickly,
Medical/Dental Insurance
attitude. & have neat appearance.
parttime. Lots of support!
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Be a valet for weddings, exclusive
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
Apply. Mon.- Fri. 8am - 5pm,
private parties, and at on-going
Vanguard Security Services
408.264.7871124 hour message).
locations in Los Gatos area. P/T
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
weekends, $5.75/hr + Tips. Poss.
F/T management opportunities. NKr 101 at Sal Tcrnas Expressway. REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL
NOW! Over 600 ’How-to Books,
Call Mike @ 510-866-7275.
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
$14.00 / HOUR
Weekends/Evenings On Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Sales
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
Canvassers and Teemarketers
Work for environmental justice.
1-800-241-9229 Visa/MC/ArnExp.
253-8818.
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons
with opportunity for advancement.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
SCHOLARSHIPS
up to $120/week!
travel and benefits. EOE. Call
Become a Sperm Donor.
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
FREE
FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
old.
19-34
years
males,
Hearth),
288-7882, 1-4pm.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Billion in private sector grants and
is now available. All
scholarships
Cryobank
Contact California
TEACHERS/AIDES
100 great children are looking for 415-324-1900. M-F, 8-50m. students are eligible regardless of
grades. income, or parent’s income.
a few great teachers. Teachers &
Let us help Call Studert rivrida SerSECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
aides are needed for Campbell
vices: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
before& after school-age program.
F60411.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
FT and PT positions available.
Too many benefits to list!
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
GUARANTEED
(ay, Swing Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Call Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Call or appO in person. Mcn-Sun 7-7.
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
Ski 408-286-5880. 555D Meridian tse.
SKI RESORTS HIRING
for College Students.
btwn Sen Oros and Parkmoot
Resorts are now hiring for many
Everyone Qualifies.
beheld the Cad aid Party Rae.
positions this winter. Up to
Don’t wait! Call now!
$2,000+ in salary & benefits.
PART-TIMERS
WANTED!!
Deluxe
UFO NETWORK
Call Vertical Employment Group:
510.651-3773
Corporation is looking for Tele(206)634-0469 ext. V60411.
phone Order Clerks. Accurate,
CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE Detail Oriented, Team Players with SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
Good Communication Skills a College & Grad Students. Grades,
$5.50- $6.00 /hour
MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week SAT scores & age not always a
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a factor. Recorded message gives
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
week. Also looking for production details. 408-629-4098, Ann. #176.
Mon. -Fri. Sam- 3pm
workers day/graveyard. Apply
Ask for David. 296-5258.
in person, M -F, 7:30-3:00pm. FREE MONEY For Tow Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 1551 Dell Ave, Campbell.
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips.
Scholarship Resource Services.
S40,000/YR INCOME
Students needed in the irnmediate
wee. Full-time/parttime openings. potential. Home Typists/PC 408-261-8676.
Call today 1-415-968-9933. users. Toll Free 1-800-898International Bartenders School. 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
INSURANCE
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up EARN 111500.00 WEEKLY
AUTO INSURANCE
to $2,000+/-nonth. World travel. working at home! Ten best
Campus Insurance Service
Seasonal & full-time positions. No opportunities for starting a home
Special Student Programs
cop necessary. For info. call business. For FREE info send a
Serving SJSU for 20 years
self-addressed, stamped enve1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.
lope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Ave., #237, San lose. CA 95129. "Good Rates for Non-Good Crivers"
65$ DEUVERY DRIVERS SSE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Restaurant Food Service.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Students "Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
Excellent part-time job.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
FREE QUOTE
to 53.000-86,000+ per month.
Flexible day and evening hours.
NO HASSLE
Require our car +good DMV+ hs. Room and Board! Transportation!
NO OBUGARON
San Jose ’Cupertino area. Call Male or Female. No experience
Also
open
Saturdays 9-2.
1-206-545-4155
5crn.
necessary.
Call
after
369-9400
TAKEOUT TAXI
ext A60411.

VAN DRIVER/TEACHERS AIDE
PT pm posit.on available vith
school age children. Great growth
opportunity. Immediate opening.
ECE + experience preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408867-4515.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

HEALTH 8g BEAUTY

TUTORING

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide tne found:et), to se!,
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of course materiel.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.

50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner’- Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1995.
408-379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

WORD PROCESSING

MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip- Bikini- Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell .1408)379-3500.
SERVICES
RESUME PREPARATION by
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates.
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408)356-6782.

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
Word Processing.
Only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes.
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA, Turaban and MLA.
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters,
mini-micro cassette transcription,
etc. All formats. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408.264-4504.
Please leave message.
CALL MARCIA 2864448
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
Edit/Format Specialist for
Projects/Term Papers/Resumes
APA Turablan MLA
Gamma’, Rrictuatich, Prasrig
Tables/Charts/disk edit
Inlanational StudoesWelcune
10 minutes from campus!

FREE AUGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Student Discounts.
Science & English papers/theses
Blg-O-Tires
2336 Camino Real, Santa Clara. our specialty. Laser printing. Free
Mon.8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4. spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
261-4430.
Resumes, editing, graphics
WRITING HELP. Fast professional and other services available.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. Masterson’s Word Processing.
Letters, reports, essays, state Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
ments articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick, HAYWARDFREMONTAJMON CITY
Wordprocessing & editing:
510401-9554. Emergencies O.K.
Academic / Bus, work accepted!!
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
Reports*ThesesMLA/Turaban
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now EXPERT In APA format (4th Ed.)
accepting students who wish to WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer FAX
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
levels welcome: Beginning,
SUZANNE SCOTT
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 510-441-0504 or 510489-9794.
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Tab’s Word Processing Simko
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Incredible student rates on
resumes and school papers.
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMedlON Add color to your reports at a low
1.90D-622.COPS
cost. Ask about our resume
and school paper programs!!
Personal Safety
CALL TODAY (40E) 937-7201
Home security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
COMPUTERS ETC.
information
$1.70- min. (9min max)
COOL
http://www.aqui.com
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
HOT
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Phi( 408-683-5723.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
miost&oso&..asktoriumm.

SPORTS/THRILLS
LEARN TO FLY
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
San Jose international Airport
Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
$100 Per Year.
*Personalized Professional lnstrucbon
Competitive Rates
Introductory Flight $35
22 Planes To Choose From
*Private Through ATP
1.101 itirat 13M1 Sartlose. CA G511.0
(4081275-0300.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two
Dews

FAX: 924-3282

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
SNyCJIVIllg! Tandem. Accelerate:
Freefaii, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510434.7575.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT TO QUIET
’err e
Berveusa
neighborhood. Bath to share with
One other renter. Laundry & kitchen
privileges. Swimming pool. $400
per month. Call 251-4258.

FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT TO FEMALE. In
So. Se- Jose. Good area, near ignt
460$. 10114 ST. Carport and
$400+1/3util. 267-8699
laundry. 2 bdrm. 8650-8700 mo.
Manager: 776-0134. Apt. 10.
EVERGREEN AREA - ROOM for
rent $400+ Ltd. Call 238-2626.
ask for Henry.
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! S350/MO 1/4 ut11. Full access
urnden/85 close to light
1.000 to 1.400 sq. ft.
rr,
er Peacefu: 266-6836.
W/D hook ups
Huge Clubhouse
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
REAL ESTATE
2 Swimming pools
&
Racquetball Tennis Courts GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies or $1. Delirouent Tax,
Baskelba
Rents mom 5825.00 month! Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-977ki Er. 1-2236
408-279-2300
for current listings.
2 DORM. APARMENT $750/910.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Certain advertisements In
Modem Buikang
these columns may refer the
Free Basic Cable service
reader to sued& telephone
Laundry Room
numbers or add r
for
Village Apts. 576 S. Sin St
additional Information.
(408) 295-6893.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 barn/2 ba. Very clean.
should require complete
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
information before sending
available. Ample parking. Quiet
money for goats or services.
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
In addition, readers should
bike to school. Responsive
carefully Investigate all firms
management. We take advance
offering employment listings
deposits. 8745-$795/month.
arcoupons for discount
Call 288-9157.
%mations or merchand I se.

DAILY
CROS SWORD
appear in the next Lssue.
(lPiSWerS Will

ACROSS

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1
4
7
10
13

Picnic pest
Tavern
Rower’s tool
Antique auto
Church
meeting
15 Dappled
17 Shunned
18 Came forth
19 Cathedral part
20 - Man. in ’The
Wizard of 02"
22 Greek cheese
23 Actress Adams
24 An Osmond
26 Bird’s "arm"
28 Varnish
ingredient
29 Relies (on)
31 Extinct bird
32 Motivate
34 Rainspouts
36 Poet s always
37 Actors prompt
38 Sluggishness
42 Hot sauce
46 Bear’s home
47 Mysteries
49 Very long time
50 Solemn
promise
52 Salary increase
53 TV host Jay 54 Mouse catcher
56 Spot
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ly and laid out before President
Robert L. Caret for approval.
Questions range from explaining
the institution s philosophy with
respect to funding the athletics
program to listing and analyzing
athletics revenues and expenditures.
From here it goes to the NCAA
governing body. SJSU’s Faculty
Athletic Representative Charles
Whitcomb presides on the NCAA
governing council and was responsible for recommending the selfstudy two years ago, while few
schools had yet to have it instituted.
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Cohn Powell decides not to seek presidency
0

Vi Vs11INGTON
P
Ending
months of intrigtic, mitred Gen.
Colin Powell has decided not to
seek the presidency in 1996.
Republican
sources
said
Wednesday. His decision removed
a major threat to the candidacy of
GOP front-runner Bob Dole.
Powell scheduled a 3 p.m.
announcement
in
suburban
Washington. Aides refused to disclose his decision. But two
Republican sources, speaking to
The Associated Press on condition
of anonymity, said they had been
informed by a top Powell adviser
that the retired general had decided not to join the presidential
race.

Dole’s stain, as the leader of the
GOP field would have been immediately challenged by a Powell candidacy.
At an appearance in New
Hampshire Wednesday, Dole said
he would wait for Powell’s
announcement before making any
detailed comment. Asked if he
would invite Powell to he ho running mate, Dtile said
I dunk I
should get the nom hiatti before
I ... He might be lett is ithout a
horse."
With Powell out, attention shifts
to House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
who has said he is unlikely to run
for pi esident but has refused to
flath iii ii out.

Gingrich refused to comment an outsider, me," said Alexander,
on Powell’s decision in advance of stuck in single digits in the polls.
his formal announcement. As far
As they awaited official word
as his own plans, he said, "I’m not from Powell, members of drafteven going to think about it" until Powell organizations voiced disapCongress finishes work on bal- pointment that the retired general
aticed-budget legislation.
would not be a candidate.
Asked what he’d do if that work
"I consider him a great
was unfinished on Dec. 15, the fil- American," said Tim Bush, who
ing deadline for New Hampshire, led the draft-Powell movement in
Gingrich replied, That won’t hap- New Hampshire. "I think really the
pen.
country is the loser."
One of Dole’s rival, former
Even though Powell has never
Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander, declared loyalty to the Republican
predicted Powell’s decision would Party, he was seriously considering
joining the GOP race and polls
work to his own advantage.
"The field is now clear and the showed he would immediately
race is now between a respected emerge as a major threat to Dole.
Washington insider Bob Dole, and Surveys also show that if the elec-

non were held now, Powell as a
Republican would beat President
Clinton.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Clinton "understands the decision to run for president of the United States is one of
the most difficult decisions any
human can make. He respects the
general and respects the general’s
right to make that decision."
Deputy White House chief of
staff Harold Ickes said there no
"sighs of relier about Powell’s
decision at the White House. "We
were prepared to take our case to
the country no matter what Colin
Powell decided to do," Ickes said.
Another Clinton aide, speaking

on condition of anonymity, said
that with Powell’s decision, "We’ve
dodged the big bullet."
As he completed his book tour
last month, Powell said he realized
that his personal popularity might
not hold up under the rigors of a
national campaign. He said he saw
eye-to-eye with Republicans on
most economic issues but said
some elements of the House GOP
agenda were too harsh.
He supports abortion rights,
affirmative action and some gun
some
and
says
controls,
Republicans are too quick to
blame immigrants and welfare
recipients for social problems.

Brown finishes first for S.F. mayor, faces runoff with Jordan
Can
SAN FRAN k A :0 \
Willie Brown. tic called the most
powerful black politician in
America, find happiness fixing potholes on Potrero Hill;
More important. .U1 the former
speaker of the C.alth.t tii Nssembly
oust Mayor Frank Jordan, whose
nude shot in a shower with two

radio disc jockeys was the high
point of his otherwise colorless
campaign?
Brown thinks he can in their
Dec. 12 runoff.
"This is the race we were looking for," he cackled Wednesday. "I
is turkey by
want us to stuff
Thanksgiving."

Jordan professes to be unimpressed, pounding away instead at
Brown’s image as a behind-thescenes wheeler-dealer with friends
in the tobacco industry, gaming
industry and just about every other
industry.
"I think on this issue of credibility and integrity, there’s so many

things that have to be brought
out,’ Jordan said ominously in a
post-primary interview.
quirky
San
Welcome
to
Francisco’s five-week runoff election, where most of the rules of
the
politics are reversed and
rest are broken anyway.
The most liberal big city in the

country held true to its colors in
Tuesday’s election, giving the liberal Brown 63,155 votes or 34 percent; the even more liberal
Roberta Achtenberg 50,609 votes
or 27 percent; and Jordan, a politically moderate former police chief,
59,451 votes or 31 percent. Five
other candidates divided the

Controversy brews over breast cancer drug
NACRAMENTO
\
A
panel of state-apponiteti w tenusts
has unanimously concluded that
one of the world’s most widely prescribed anti -cancer drugs, Limosifen, can itself cause cancer.
This finding would normally
mean that tamoxifen, which has
been prescribed worldwide to
, about 3 million women with breast
cancer, would be added to the governor’s list of 404 chemicals

"known to the state to cause cancer."
But the drug has not been listed.
Instead, under pressure from
the drug maker and the National
Cancer Institute and after personal
intervention by the governor, the
Wilson Administration has delayed
a decision indefinitely, the Los
Angeles Times said Wednesday.
The listing by the state could
have major economic conse-

quences for the drug manufacturer and possibly a psychological
impact on women taking the drug
as well.
It also comes at a time when a
National Cancer Institute study is
under way to see if the drug is
helpful not just in treating breast
cancer but in preventing it.
For that, investigators need to
enroll healthy women, and some
scientists believe that they would

, Pellet sniper arrested for freeway shootings
RICHMOND
(AP)
A
Richmond man was arrested in
connection with a series of pellet
gun sniping attacks on San
Francisco Bay area freeways, the
California Highway Patrol said
Wednesday.
Charles M. Brown, 18, was
booked into the Richmond Police
Department Jail on one count of
assault with a deadly weapon or

force likely to produce great bodily
injury.
Brown admitted to involvement
in as many as 30-35 incidents and
additional charges are pending,
according to CHP officer Peter
Barra.
The patrol said it was investigating 35 reports of pellet attacks, the
latest Tuesday on Interstate 80
between
Emeryville
and

Ri fitiilid, a roadway where 19
incith His took place. The others
occurted in Oakland and in
Solano County.
Reports of the attacks started on
Oct. 30. The only known injury
was to a Cal-Trans workers who sustained a minor flesh wound to the
arm. Other incidents involved
mainly broken windows or small
marks on cars.

+400RAY!

be scared away if the drug were
declared a carcinogen. Gov. Pete
Wilson intervened in the case just
days before the July 1 deadline to
add chemicals to the list.
Wilson became involved in the
issue after he "was contacted by
breast cancer patients, who
informed him that this advisory
committee had made the recommendation," said Paul Kranhold,
the governor’s press secretary.
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Franciscans also crushed an effort
to remove the late labor leader
Cesar Chavez’s name from a street
and chose their most left-leaning
supervisor as the top finisher in
the district attorney’s race, which
also will require a runoff.
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Tina Casalino and Linda Taaffe

Week

This
Tina, I have never
understood the fanatic
actions of fans towards
their idols. Sure, I
admit I camped out
and waited in line to
buy tickets for Prince
and I tried to finagle
my way backstage at
Lenny Kravitz. When I
was a kid, I even
bought a box of Raisin
Bran (yuk) just to get
the picture of David
Cassidy on the back of
the box. Still, I can
never imagine doing
some of the things I’ve
seen obsessed fans do.
My former room
mate used to keep
something that looked
like a gray rock with an
odd texture on her
nightstand. later, I
learned it was a petrified hamburger Martin
Gore ( lead singer of
Depeche Mode) had
partially eaten. He had
left it behind at a fastfood restaurant and
my roommate snatched
it. In the movie,
"Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert," one of the
main characters carries
a container of Abba’s
feces around his neck.
This makes my mother’s Elvis toilet seat
seem normal.
I admit I am often
entranced by perform
ers while they are in
the spotlight. I also
admit I would get a little nervous if I met
some of these people.
However, I have never
thought about stealing
a souvenir.

Well 1.inda, I am one
of those people who is
obsessed with celebrities.
I haven’t done anything
that outrageous when it
comes to worshiping
them, but I have sure
come close.
I’m a concert fanatic.
Since the age of 16, I’ve
seen more than 100
bands perform live. I’ve
often spent money which
should have been used to
buy textbooks or bills on
concert tickets instead.
When I go to concerts, I’ve never thought
twice about running to
the front of the stage. At
The Cure concert at
Spartan Stadium in ’92, I
was almost crushed to
death by the massive
group of people pushing
me on all sides. I practically suffocated. I even
lost one of my shoes
when my foot slipped out
of the fashionable sandals
I was wearing. To make
matters worse, my long
hair kept getting tangled
in the chains on a girl’s
leather jacket behind me.
I finally gave up my front
row status and had two
security employees pull
me out of the jungle I
was stuck in.
Maybe I’m not a
fanatic like you because I
work in a nightclub where
big name acts perform
regularly. While on stage,
many musicians may possess some kind of charisma, but backstage, it’s a
completely different
scene. Once the show is
over, the performers

become regular people
just like you and me.
I’ve seen glamorous
musicians arrive with
unkempt hair and wearing a bathrobe and slippers. One seemingly
intense and intimidating
idol actually locked himself in a backstage room
and sat in the dark
because he was shy and
didn’t want to mingle
with his fans. Another
musician got drunk and
threw up on the bathroom floor. Other musicians have thrown temper
tantrums -just because
they could. Still others
have just wanted to talk
about their mothers’
home-cooked gumbo.
Linda, even though
musicians may act like
normal people after they
leave the stage, they definitely are not. There are
thousands of performers,
but only a handful possess a magical quality
which attract a large following of admirers.
When the musicians
at your job wear
bathrobes, throw
tantrums or lock themselves away, they’re still
magical, charismatic people worth admiring. If
you were to do any of
those things however,
you’d be considered a
slob, a bitch or a freak.
I guess you’ve been
blinded by one too many
spotlights from all those
concerts you attended.
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Unlicensed riders account for 80%
of the fatalities in some states.
So get your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove
that you are a better rider it

’The Addiction’
not
habit
forming
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NEW ’RING KEE
THAI SPECIAL:

Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

Downtown San Jose
262 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 6th and 7th St.
Next to Lucky’s

ever.
She goes around grabbing
her prey (who don’t die, but
in turn become vampires
themselves) and telling
them, "Go ahead, tell me to
leave you alone but say it
like you mean it." If the victim is unable to convince
Kathleen to go away, she
attacks their neck.
The film’s most entertaining moment comes when
Kathleen stalks Walken and
grabs him to become her
next victim.
Walken (the main person I wanted to see in this
film) grabs Kathleen’s wrist
and tells her, "Go ahead,
tell me to leave you alone
but say it like you mean
it."
Kathleen is taken aback
by walking up to another
vampire and follows Walken
to his home where he tries
to teach her about being a

vampire.
This movie was a little too
much, even from an eclectic
producer like Ferrara. "The
King of New York" and "Bad
Lieutenant" were two of the
most memorable films but
"The Addiction", which
makes "Interview With a
Vampire" look like a cartoon,
was way out there.
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Text by Larry Lee
et’s take a trip. Not a
/
trip like around the
world, but a trip a
dope fiend might take after
getting a fix.
I’m not one to condone
any type of substance abuse,
but tme might want ... no,
need to be a little high when
watching "The Addiction."
The film, playing at
Camera 3 in downtown San
Jose, is directed by Abel
Ferrara ("King of New York"
and "Bad Lieutenant") and
written by Nicholas St. John
("King of New Mirk", "Body
Snatcl:ers" and "Dangerous
Game"). Def jam mogul
Rus.sell Simmons serves as
the movie’s executive producer.
But wait ... there’s more:
It also stars Lili Taylor
("Mystic Pizza," "Rudy" and
"Pret-a-Porter"), Christopher
Walken ("King of New York,"
"The Prophecy" and "Pulp
Fiction") and Annabella
Sciorra ("Cadillac Man,
"Jungle Fever" and "The
Hand That Rocks the
Cradle").
Stellar lineup, right?
A great cast it is, but
only if it is able to work
with a decent script and
good plot.
Shot in eerie black and
white, "The Addiction"
revolves around Kathleen
(Taylor), a New York
University philosophy student trying to understand
life and its meaning until
she is attacked by Sciorra
and bitten on the neck
transforming her into a
modern-day vampire.
This further complicates
Kathleen’s search for the
meaning of Ilk ... especially since a vampire lives for-

YOU SAY
YOU CAN RIDE?
PROVE IT.
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Patricia,16, was killed by gang-related violence. The tape recorder (left) continuously plays an interview with the girl’s grandmother.

Text by Kristina Allen
Photos by Michael Andrews
red and blue colors of the
The
Latino gangs, the norterios and the
surefios, have come together inside
a weather-beaten warehouse in San Jose
to initiate peace. "Gang Violence" is the
latest exhibition featured at WORKS/San
Jose.
The gallery, a nonprofit organization
that began in 1977, offers an exhibit hall
for Santa Clara County artists to show off
their talents.
The WORKS/San Jose art space
allows aspiring artists to exhibit their
work and gain community exposure they otherwise
would not have, said Christine Laffer, SJSU graduate
and gallery coordinator.
The gallery is funded by the Santa Clara County
Fine Arts Commission, private donations and membership fees. It features both traditional and modern
exhibits of film, video, dance, music, computer or
electronic art, photography, sculpture, and paintings.
Carlos Perez came up with the idea to artistically
represent gang violence through performance art,
paintings and poems.
"(Gang violence) is an issue that I feel plagues our
community," Perez said. "I see the destructiveness
that happens with young Latino gangs, and being
Latino myself, it is hard to just sit back without doing
something to help."
Local artists, Angel Rodriguez, Yesenia Cardona,

P13Iendiony
COlOf5

In the middle of the gallery are 12 individual silver tea kettles atop gray bricks positioned next to a vase of flowers and four
stones. Stretching out from that are taped
outlines of bodies, six in red and six in blue.
"This display is used in the performance
piece," Laffer said. "The tea kettles have
fires lit underneath them and they all begin
to whistle at once; this represents the boiling point being reached with gangs."
In the back of the gallery is an altar for
a 16-year-old girl named Patricia. She was
killed by gang members because she had
witnessed a gang killing, and had to be silenced,
according to the victim’s grandmother, whose voice
echoes next to the altar from a tape-recorded interview. The altar resembles those erected for the Latino
holiday, Dia de los Muertos, the Day of the Dead,
when families commemorate those who have died.
Blue, red and brown bandanas are braided to
show the colors can come r,).rether as one. A work
titled "Dead End" was creates: cs remember the family in Los Angeles who was lo’ and turned down a
dead-end street, where a gang attacked them and a
child in the car was killed. The work also signifies that
gangs are a dead-end street.
"This exhibit is not a big step nor will solve the
problem, but it will help to bring about change."
Perez said.

from north and south

local gallerg presents "Gang Violence," an art exhibit
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Joey Peralta, Leticia Orozco and Perez created a small
yet impressive view of gang violence. No names or
titles are on any of the gallery displays because the
exhibit is a collective collaboration, Perez said.
"I didn’t want to glamorize the exhibit; it steers
people to think a certain way about the works," Perez
said. "The entire exhibit is anchored on Leticia’s
(Orozco) poem ’Hey Ese,’ which tells about being
involved in gangs.
1 met Angel (Rodriguez) at Teatro Familia Azdan
and found him to be a very creative individual," Perez
said. "Angel hooked me up with some of the others
and together we created the exhibit."
the exhibits utilize the colors red and blue
All
or the mixture of the two, which is brown.
"Blue represents the surefios (southern gang members) and red represents the norterios (northern
gang members)," Laffer said.
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HAIR DYE & OTHER FUN STUFF FROM
MANIC PANIC
The following poem, which
appears in both English and
Spanish by Leticia Orozco,
appears in a book on display at
the gallery by Beth Atkin titled
"Voices in the Fields."
You, with your sincere
and sweet soul,
you, who carries a child
crying inside of
you
and needs to be calmed
They say things about
you, but they
don’t know you,
you are not mean, ese,
kIltlw

illare special,
N, urn if one day I offended ytiti,
because I didn’t know
the simplicity
that exists
in sour heart.
Nini fight for your wellbeing
the way an eagle fights
for its freedom,
You are kind, romanti(
and when you
express yourself,
you do it from the bottom of your
heart.
I have found that I now
admire you,
you are as tall as a star,
and as bright as one of
them.
To me you mean sweetness,
you mean danger to me,
but also you mean sweetness.
You are my admired
cholo, ese,
your sweetness makes me
feel
"very small" in my heart.
I hope one day you
understand
that I am a friend who
admires you
and also thinks you are
right.

(above)
"Gang Violence," an
installation by a group
of Latino artists led by
Carlos Perez, will be at
the WORKS gallery until
Nov. 23. The altar is
similar to ones resurrected on the Day of the
Dead when families
remember those who
have died.

1868 W. San Carlos
between
m-1
12 -7 Pm Bascom
11-7pm &
sat & sun
Leland

WE

(right)
A detail from the
exhibit. No names or
titles are on any of the
displays because they
were a collaboration.

Buy &

TRADE

408-295-0126

Freeride
Snow board
Boot

SALE
$189.95

"Gang Violence," is running from
Oct. 31 to Nov. 23,
For more information, call (408) 295-8378.
At the WORKS/San Jose 260 Jackson St.

r Top Ten Reasons to Learn to Dive at 1
Diver Dan’s Wet Pleasure:

10. Scuba/Snorkeling equipment
sales.
Flee receipt with every sale!
Scuba lessons.
We’ll teach you to get wet!
Rental equipment.
We know where the sunken
treasure is!
Travel and repairs.
We like going down.
2. It would make Dan happy.
1. Bring this coupon into Diver
Dan’s Wet Pleasure and receive
$25 off’ your beginning scuba
Cianl.h4ust purchase starter scuba gear
Expires 12/01/95
Diver Dan’s Wet Pleasure

Huge Selection of
Snow boards
Skateboards
Shoes
Sunglasses
Clothing
Accessories

9.
8.
7.
6.
5.

2245 El Camino Real ’Santa Clara
1 -800-24-SCUBA
(408(984-5819

San Jose
978-6479

230(5 Almaden Rd
j
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Text by Chris Morris

Pearl Jam makes amends

the Polo Fields in San Francisco last June lasted six
pearl Jam’s concert atEddie
Vedder becane ill. The band returned to the
songs before singer
Bay Area this month to mend fences with its fans.
And that it did. The band produced a pulse-pounding
and superlative show at Spartan Stadium. The band’s act
included a rare concert performance of "Black" and a sixsong encore, the highlight of the show.
Vedder set the tone for the concert when he surprised the crowd by walking onto the stage and
singing a song solo, before the two opening
bands began their performances. It
appeared as though Vedder did this as a
way to apologize for San Francisco’s shortened concert. He even joked about his stomach feeling better. The song and appearance In
Vedder was a first-class gesture.
The Fastbacks were the first band that came
on stage. The band’s coinbination of punk and
grunge was chaotic sounding and the guitars
drowned out the vocals.
Ben Harper and the Innocent Criminals was the
second band to play. Harper, whose vocals sound like a
blend of Jimi Hendrix and Stevie Wonder, rocked the
crowd with a gnmge-blues sound.
At 4:35 p.m., the moment the crowd had been anticipating arrived. Pearl Jam walked onto the stage. Unlike June’s
concert that opened with "Last Exit," Pearl Jam began its
performance with "Release," from its "Ten" album. Vedder’s
vocals alone were mesmerizing.
The energy the band carried into the second song, "Even Flow," was captivating. Vedder’s hypnotic vocals ignited the crowd into a frenzy. Fans on the field
rocked back and forth and the concert-goers echoed with their voices as they

6
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sang along with Vedder.
Other unforgettable songs performed were "Daushter," "Jeremy,"
"Corduroy," "Why Go Home,’ "Black" and "Alive.
Pearl jam’s six-song encore was the show’s most memorable moment. It began with a song about girls leaving
boys who don’t shape up by the High Numbers,
which was The Who’s original name. Pearl jam
then blended that song into "Better Man," both
having a similar theme. It was a great mix of two
songs by the band.
"Immortality" was the next song the band performed. Vedder s soothing vocals made the song
entrancing.
The adrenaline pumped when Pearl jam played
"Porch." The opportunity to hear the song live compared to the recordings and to watch Vedder perform was an invigorating experience.
During the song, Vedder entertained the crowd
with his movement. However, some fans may have
missed part of it because he walked along the stage
ends that didn’t have lighting. At one point. Vedder sat
up on a pole. This caused the crowd to chant, "Eddie."
All the enthusiasm Vedder was displasing with
"Porch" peaked when he imitated John ’II .nolta’s unforgettable dance moves from the movie "Pulp Fiction."
The band ended the show with an ern-igen( performance of "Indifference."
Pearl Jam’s performance is one many fans will savor
for a long time. The intensity and energy the band gave to all 31 songs during
the 150-minute performance made the concert worth the price. It’s hard to
imagine anyone who attended the show being disappointed.
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Thirty-five thousand fans filled the Spartan Stadium at the sold out Pearl Jam show.

Its
.timeto
jam

Text by Tina Casalino and Danthanh Huynh

j ast Saturday morning, when
most people were still in bed
catching up on sleep, a crowd of
music lovers gathered at Spartan
Stadium to show their loyalty to Pearl
Jam.
Equipped with food, warm clothing, blankets, and companionship,
Pearl jam fans counted down the
hours until they could see the band
perform live in a rare Bay Area
appearance. The colorful crowd of
people from various age, ethnic and
social backgrounds united on one
common ground: the love for the
music of Pearl Jam, a cultivating figure in grunge music having sold more
than 20 million albums since 1990.
At 10 a.m., Chris Scanton, an
SJSU student, and his fraternity brothers from Alpha Tau Omega were wide
awake, energized and prepared for a
daylong party and what he described
as the concert of the decade"
even though he and his fraternity celebrated the arrival of Pearl jam the
night before the concert.
For those who had faulty tickets which would not scan, Ticket Solution.s
proved to be more of a problem, sending confused ticket holders once
again to the very back of the line.

"We’ve been here since 9 p.m.
(Friday)," Scanton said. Along with
other concert-goers, his fraternity
organized a tailgate party in one of
six parking lots designated for fans.
lie described the pre-party as a night
of bonfires, laughter and friendship
where everyone got aloni. "Everyone
was cool with each other, he said.
Fans defend their behavior as an
act of devotion for the band, but how
healthy is this dedication?
Mike Otten, SJSU sociology professor, believes it’s more than Pearl
Jam and its music that attracted the
large show of fans at the stadium.
"If its music, it’s better on CD. If
they wanted to see the band, they can
watch a (music) video," Otten said.
"But people like to be caught up in
the collective conscience. They want
to share. By nature, we are social. We
get our satisfaction from being social.
So music is an excuse, because you
can hear it at home."
Last June the band was scheduled
to play the Polo Fields in San
continued on page 8
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Room to frolic was hard to come by at the Pearl Jam concert. These exuberant souls found space to
cavort behind the sound booth where the view was nil but the music rocked.
continued from page 7
Francisco. But only six songs into
the set, lead singer Eddie Vedder
apologized to fans and walked offstage with a bad case of food poisoning. The rest of the band, guitarists Stone Gossard and Mike
McCready, bassist Jeff Ament and
drummer Jack Irons, continued to
play with singer Neil Young, who
replaced Vedder on vocals.
To make amends, Pearl Jam
decided to schedule a San Jose
show.
Ted Cady, director of the Event
Center and Spartan Stadium, said
the concert grossed $519,135. The
band played to a sold out stadium
of 35,000 fans, with 19,685 fans
from last spring’s San Francisco
show (who sent in their old ticket
stubs and bought discounted ones
for $12.50). Cady said the show
attracted more people than any
other concert hosted by SJSU.
Another 4,000 fans at the San
Jose show were SJSU students and
faculty who bought their tickets
during the week of Oct. 2, when
tickets were reserved exclusively for
SJSU students, Cady said.
After the first week, a special
hotline was set up to sell the
remaining tickets to the general
public. Through the hotline, 10,990
tickets were sold in two minutes
and 38 seconds, Cady said.
What draws people to flood
phone lines for tickets, travel long
distances to see a band, pay a
scalper as much as $100 for a concert ticket or camp out the night
before a concert not taking place
until 2 p.m. the next day?
For Daniel Roth, the answer is
devotion. Roth, an Orange County
fan of Pearl Jam since 1991 and a
member of the band’s fan club,
flew into San Jose International
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Airport at 9 a.m. Saturday to see
the show. He took a taxicab from
the airport to the Spartan Stadium
and had to make sure he caught his
9 p.m. flight back to Los Angeles.
In addition, Roth was also planning
to go to the San Diego show two
days later.
"I’m sure it will be a great
show," Roth said, referring to the
San Jose show before it started.
Adam Brunelli from San Jose
circled the Spartan Stadium for two
and a half hours before the show
searching for tickets. He was willing
to pay as much as $60 for a $23.95
ticket.

Louis Steinhauser, who
has seen Pearl Jam live
four times. He was most
impressed with the
band’s performance of
"Black" at Saturday’s
show because he said it is
a song rarely performed live by the
band. He also liked Vedder opening the show with a new song
before introducing the opening
band, the Fastbacks.
Rick Mutobe, a student living in
Santa Barbara, liked Pearl Jam so
much he drove to San Jose just to
see the show. He arranged to buy
his ticket in Santa Barbara through

"Pearl Jam is the next Grateful Dead because
the flock of the fans that came out f to the San
Jose show) have supported them through thick
and thin."
Louis Steinhauser
Fremont fan
"They’re good. Their lyrics
make sense and they have entertaining shows," Brunelli said.
Campbell resident Wil
Cardonn, who is related to Vedder
by marriage, said Vedder is a big
fan of the human condition. "I
think it (Pearl Jam) is just a band a
lot of people can identify with."
Other fans agree.
Lisa Cavalli of Fremont said she
likes Pearl Jam because the band is
"real and they know how to play."
She said the song lyrics are attractive to fans because fans can relate
to the meanings behind the songs.
-They ffive the fans everything
they want, said Fremont resident
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a friend in San Jose.
Otten said during the late
1960s, groups such as the Grateful
Dead and Jefferson Airplane would
stage free concerts called "human
be-ins" for fans. These events
formed a culture of people that
came together to offer support and
solidarity.
"It’s almost like church," Otten
said. "People come together to
share common values. It’s a
recharge for them because it revitalizes their values. They’re not
alone... They’re correct."
David Winter, a Sony Music college representative, said there are
several reasons Pearl jam is so pop-

ular with its fans. ’They’re really a
people band.
They make sure things get done
their own way. What other bands do
you know of who have gone to
Congress?" Winter asked.
Pearl Jam is known by many as
the band who stood up to
Ticketmaster, one of the major concert ticket outlets. The band argued
that the price of concert tickets and
service charges are outrageous. The
band has battled Ticketmaster for
more than a year and continues to
perform at alternative venues in an
attempt to keep ticket prices low.
Pearl Jam also supports fans
who bring cameras and tape
recorders to its shows. The band
often broadcasts its shows live for
fans, like it did Saturday.
Like many other fans, Kevin
Cogan from San Francisco and
Stephen Morosky from Newark
came to the show prepared with
their audio recorders. They said
recorders are becoming a trend at
concerts. After the show, they
planned to go home and listen to
their bootleg recording.
Louas Zervoudakis of San Jose
loves Pearl Jam’s music, live or on
CD. ’They’re music is inspiring," he
said.
But not everyone is crazy about
Pearl Jam.
Vallejo resident Ryan Harris
stood across the street from a parking lot by the Spartan Stadium,
holding a sign which read, "Why
pay a second time for a show I did-
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although he still conself a Pearl Jam fan, he
his feelings on the ticklent the band made with
sight tickets for the San
tow. He said he objected
I additional $12.50 for
show when he already
i25 for the San
tow, which Vedder didArds said if the second
lily cost him $5, he
ruldn’t have argued.
not the only Pearl Jam
cling Onto his money.
sky, full time assistant
’Hot Topic’ in Val[co

Lead singer
of the
’Fastbacks’
sneaks UP about
Eddie Vedder
Text by Tina Casalino
Approximately 9() minutes after the Pearl Jam concert, Kim
Warnick lead singer for the Fastbacks, (opening band for
Pearl lam) was spotted in a restaurant located in downtown San Jose. Warnick took time to sign autographs pr
fans as well as answer questions about Pearl lam s singer
Eddie Vedder.

(above)
Bill Graham Presents security stand between screaming
fans and the band to discourage "headwalking" and
any attempts to get on stage.

(left)
San Jose police
confront a scalper
on Tenth Street before the
Pearl Jam concert on
Saturday.
Shopping Center, said he noticed
no increase in sales of Pearl Jam
paraphernalia the week before the
show. Anetsky said the store, which
features musician and band-related
clothing and accessories, sometimes
sells a lot of items relating to certain bands if they’re coming to the
Bay Area. But he said there was no
sign of this for Pearl Jam. "I think
people are sick of Pearl Jam," he
reasoned.
PJ Chang, manager at
Musicland in Oakridge Mall, said
although she did not notice an
increase in Pearl Jam sales, the reason there were no dramatic increases in sales could be because most

people already had all three Pearl
Jam albums.
"People are waiting for the next
album to come out," Chang said,
referring to the two songs the band
will be releasing late November,
with a full album following in
January.
"Pearl Jam is the next Grateful
Dead," Steinhauser said, "because
the flock of the fans that came out
(to the San Jose show) have supported them through thick and
thin."

Kim Warnick and Pearl jam fans have something
in common - they both admire Eddie Vedder. While
fans view him from afar, Warnick has known him Gna few years and opened for Pearl jam’s past thrcc
shows.
"He’s probably the most genuine rock star I’ve
ever met In my whole life," Warnick said.
Warnick described Vedder as a caring and downto-earth guy. "He cares about everyone. She said httries to solve the problems of the world and gets
frustrated because he knows he can’t.
Warnick said she feels grateful to Vedder for what
he has done in promoting her band. She said the
Fastbacks has been around for 15 years and Vedder
has helped the band become more recognized.
"He could have brought anyone on tour, but he
brought someone (a band) he liked and listened to.
It (the San Jose show) was the biggest show we’ve
ever done, she said"
The show at the Spartan Stadium was the third
and final show with the Fastbacks opening.
Warnick’s band also performed two shows with Pearl
Jam in Salt Lake City earlier last week.
"He makes it cool," she said, referring to Vedder
making the Fastbacks feel comfortable about performing. Warnick explained why Vedder opened the
show with a solo song before the opening bands performed. Warnick said she felt nervous about performing in front of such a large crowd so Vedder
offered to start the show himself to put her nerves at
ease.
On the subject of Vedder’s brief performance at
the San Francisco Polo Fields, Warnick confirmed
food poisoning was the cause of Vedder’s illness. He
contracted the poisoning from a tuna sandwich he
ate at a hotel in San Francisco.
Vedder told her, "If anyone has had fixid poisoning, they’d understand how I felt and why 1 couldn’t
finish the set."
Warnick said it might have been better for Pearl
Jam to not go on at all that day than to leave an
unfinished set, but she also felt the fans needed to
understand how ill he was feeling.
"He didn’t want to disappoint the fans," she said.
"If he could meet everyone, he would."
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(above) Riggers and
jumpers prepare for
an afternoon jump
in Byron.
(right) A tandem
jump over the Byron
skies.

A Spartan Daily staff report
Photography

by

special to Etc.
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Rob

Wells

magine you are
hurling toward the earth at
120 m.p.h. The only thing
between you and the ground
is the sky. The air pushes
against your face so violently,
your cheeks ripple and you
must breathe through your
nose to keep the saliva inside
your mouth from drying.
Your anxiety grows as you fall
toward the green-brown hills
of Altamont Pass. Then you
remember and relax. A
Spartan is strapped to your
back. He’s been here before.
jani Bango, a 1991 SJSU
graduate, has jumped more
than 3,200 times during his
sky diving career, including
1,100 tandem jumps, where
he straps himself to the back
of inexperienced divers. After
receiving his bachelor’s
degree in aviation maintenance management, Bango

started Bay Area Sky Diving, a
service which provides facilities for both beginners and
veterans of the sport.
"When I graduated there
were very few opportunities in
the airline business," Bango
said. "I had been involved with
sky diving. It was natural to
start a business."
Bango and his wife Tina,
who also graduated from
SJSU, operate the company
out of two hangars at the
Byron Airfield, a tiny strip
midway between Livermore
and Tracy. Bango has seen the
enterprise thrive.
We’ve gone from one
Cessna to a twin-turbine King
Air. We double in size every
year," said Bango. "Business is
excellent."
An hour’s drive from San
Jose, the business is thoroughly a Spartan enterprise. Many
of the Bangos’ employees have
graduated from SJSU and the
company supports diving
teams made up of graduate
students and alumni.
"We get a lot of people
from San Jose State who
jump," Bang() said.
"They learn the sport, stick
around, and end up working
here."
For $17 per jumper, Bango
and his team use one of the
company’s two planes to deliver experienced sky divers to
14,000 feet of elevation.
There, the divers leap from
the plane. Two minutes later
they are back on the ground.
"Sky diving is something
that everyone wants to try
once," Bang() said. "It’s exciting. It’s fun. It’s exhilarating."
While the jump only lasts
minutes, preparing to leap
takes considerably more time.
Solo divers must be certified in an eight level training
program. The first levels are
instructor assisted with two
instructors holding the student diver in free fall. Once
the chute opens. a radio
strapped to the student’s chest
relays landing instructions to
help prevent the most common injuries in sky diving
twisted ankles and sprained
knees.
"I will never tell anyone it’s
100 percent safe," Bang() said.
"When you show up you sign a
four-page waiver. But our
record is great"
Bango is proud of the safety performance of his crew, he
said. The most serious injury
any of his tandem jumpers
have suffered is a broken
ankle, and that has only happened twice since the business
began.
"Tandem jumping is the
safest, most effective way to
learn," Bango said.
The complete training for
certification costs over $1000

lauso

but the process can be completed in less than a month’s
time. Another option for
someone who wants to dive is
a 45-minutes training session
that prepares a jumper for a
tandem leap. Tandem training
is cheaper than full certification. It costs less than $200.
Once a diver has the proper training there is another
vital matter that needs to be
dealt with.
Without a parachute, a
diver isn’t very good fiir repeat
business. Bango lets his divers
pack their own main chutes
but he sends the emergency
reserves out to a separate company to he packed. The readied packs are marked with
their date of preparation so
they can be periodically
repacked.
Dan Doherty runs
Preferred Rigging, a company
which manufactures and
repairs sky diving equipment.
and is often contracted to
pack emergency chutes. He,
like Bango. is .1 1.11 k of all
trades. He is .1 pilot. performs
repairs. and u Ain. jumpers.
Doherty said Bango is the
"real deal."
"Fir 0(11 of the best,"
Doherts said. "lie’s dedicated.
His whole life is built around
diving."
Bang() will sky dive forever,
Doherty said.
"It’s his love of the sport,"
he said. "He’s involved in all
aspects of sky diving - the
jumps, piloting. training. He
jumps with everybody. He
loves to jump."
Armed with their certification training and parachutes.
Bango’s divers leap from the
plane for their one minute
free fall. About 6,000 feet
above the earth the parachtuti
is released, and the jumper
floats down, circling to the
earth.
"It’s the best moments in
your life," Bango said. "I’m in
this for the long run. I’ve
made 3,200 jumps and I learn
something new on every one.
How can you stop?"

111/4,.

(left) Brad
Youngberg stows
the suspension
lines for proper
deployment.
There are about
25 lines. Each
line can hold up
to 900 pounds.

(above) Linda goes over signals
and in-air procedures with a new
student. This student is preparing
for his first jump. A full day of
instruction is required for most
beginners to this sport.

(below)Larry Morton leaches Richard Bisbee proper
form for free-fall. Richard is
preparing for his third jump.
Larry emphasizes proper
for-n.1 to ensure good air-flow
over the body for control.
(left) Brandon Klupfell
straightens the nylon so it
can be packed. There are
384 square feet of nylon_per
tandem parachute and 99230 square feet for a regular
parachute.
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Harry Connick Jr.
THURSDAY
NOV. 9TH

singer, actor,
family mall

LIVE MUSIC WITH GUITAR
SOLOIST
FRED McCARTHY

Text by Charlene Cook

FEATURED PINT:
CARSLBERG

PINT NIGHT:

HarConnickir.
went
Harry
back to his New
Orleans roots with his
1994 album "She," and he’s
bringing it to SISU on Nov. 9
during his college tour.
Connick grew up playing
music in New Orleans and listening to his father sing at
local clubs, he said. His latest
album reflects the New
Orleans party sound.
Connick and his Funk
Band "had a lot of fun" performing for college students
in the spring, so they decided
to do it again this fall.
In his latest album,
Connick wrote the music out
of spontaneity. He said he just
gathered the band around
the piano and started playing.
After his college tour,
Connick is planning to work
on an album he expects to
release next spring. The musician/actor will also be work-

CLASSIC ROCK GUITAR VOCALIST

(RI DAY

NOV 10TH

J

5 A NOV.R11?roFtY

ESSE JUSIT

sHARks Vs, opotto
7:30 (BIG SCREEN TV)

DAY
tiON
NOV. 13TH
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E S DAY

NOV. 14TH
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ENGLISH SOCCER

ISLANDERS

WEDNESDAY
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15TH
FREE POOL ALL NIGHT!

FREE DRAFT W/TH IS AD!
31 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
BETWEEN 1ST & 2ND
293-1118

rVintage Clothing of the 50s, 60’s, 70’
0,("‘"’",

THINK HALLOWEEN
The 4th QUARTER’S OVER... im
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FRI 11-10

GROOVELINE

SAT 11-11
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SUN 11-12

FOOTBALL (on five screens)
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I
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630 W. San Carlos 287-58/6
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Thursday 9-11 pm

MON 11-13 MONDRY NIGHT FOOTBALL
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MOON

WELCOME TO THE 2 _
THR 11-9 MILK
Also: The RUDGIALS
and BIKINI SHOWP,

ing on the film
"Independence Day,"
released next year. The movie,
starring Jeff Goldblum, Randy
Quaid and Will Smith, is
about a spaceship that comes
to take over the Earth.
Connick and Smith both play
fighter pilots.
Connick is also in the

69 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose
(408) 287-6969
Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4:30 - 6:30 pm

POOL and DARTS

WED 11-15

THAT’S
"MIXMASTER" ROSRLAS

%Quarter
1373 kooser Rd. (By Ch it( 1. E. Cheese) 265-7033
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BABY!
CLASSIC BLACK FILM FESTIVAL
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newly released im
"Copycat," starring Sigourney
Weaver, Holly Hunter and
Dermot Mulroney. Connick
plays a serial killer who mimics the action of the Boston
Strangler.
"I get a lot of scripts and I
enjoy doin’ movies," Connick
said. "It’s all just a matter of
how my schedule is."
Between writing music,
playing concerts and making
movies, he has a tight schedule. His wife of one year, Jill
Goodacre, often joins him on
tour. Sometimes he takes several weeks off to spend time
with his wife and family.
"A couple times a year I’ll
go see my dad," Connick said.
I just had six weeks off doin’
things ’round the house and
spendin’ time with Jill. I keep
real busy, but I do have free
time."
Two nights a week his
father plays in a local New
Orleans club and sings.
C’Amnick’s family means a
lot to him. They have encouraged him throughout his life,
he said. When CAmnick was 6
years old, his father became
the New Orleans district attorney. Connick played the "Star
Spangled Banner" at the
sweanng-in ceremony.
Connick’s mother, a judge,
died when he was 13. He dedicated his "She" album to her.
Although he now lives in
New York City, Connick takes
every opportunity to go to his
hometown and see his family.
Connick and his wife are
expecting their first child in
April.
"Jill and I love kids," he
said. "If God’s good enough
to send ’em to us, we’ll take
Connick said he is enjoying his success and hopes his
good fortune and happiness
lasts.
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need an extra 3 units?

JOIN THE SPARTAN
DAILY
positions available
’Gain Experience
’Build A Portfolio
Earn 3 Units
’Make Commission $$$
’Use as Internship

Text by Chris Morris
the city of
When
Atlanta hosts the
26th Summer
Olympics next year, SJSU
graduate Merle Butler will be
the international umpire-inchief for its newest sport:
women’s fast-pitch softball.
Butler, who is both national and international director
of umpires for the Amateur
Softball Association (ASA), is
in charge of selecting the 12
umpires for the fast-pitch
games at the Olympics.
Butler will choose umpires
from six regions: Asia,
Europe, South Pacific, South
America, North America and
Africa. For the past two years,
he has observed umpires during the annual world championship games.
"More umpires will come
from the States since they’re
the host, because that’s the
way it usually works," Butler
said. "What we are figuring
for now is that four will be
from the U.S. and three will
be from Canada.
"No umpire can work a
game from a country he represents, so we will have to
watch out for the number we
choose from the U.S."
After Butler selects the
umpires, he will send their
names to the International
Executive Board.
"The board will have the
final vote," said Don Porter,
ASA executive director and
president of the International
Softball Federation.
A football scholarship
lured Butler to SJSU, but he
was quick to find other passions in sports to make some
extra money.
"I started officiating soft-

ball when I was at San Jose
State for the intramural
sports," Butler said.
"It’s always been a part of
me since..."
He graduated from SJSU
in 1960 with a bachelor’s
degree in recreation. In 1972
he returned and earned a
master’s degree in the same
field.
After working for recreation departments in Eureka,
Mountain View and
Cupertino, Butler took a job
with ASA in Oklahoma, where
he has worked for the past 14
years. Butler lives about 10
miles from Oklahoma City in
the town of Edmond.
He is glad he took the job
with the ASA, he said.
"I’ve always enjoyed the
officiating part of softball, and
now I get to travel around the
world with other people’s
money," Butler joked.
Porter, who has worked
with Butler since 1981, calls
him a tremendous asset to the
ASA.
"Butler is a very positive,
outstanding administrator and
has helped our officials develop and grow into the most
efficient umpires in the U.S.,"

Porter said. "His work and
leadership have definitely
helped."
In Atlanta, fast-pitch softball will be a full-medal sport.
However, along with new
induction, the sport will
endure the scrutiny of evaluation to determine if it will be
part of future Olympics.
Butler is confident fast-pitch
softball will be part of future
Summer Olympic Games.
"We’re hoping Sydnez officials will keep it in 2000,
Butler said. "We believe the
will because they have a
strong (softball) program."
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CINEBAR 1
A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!

Meet Cool People

enroll in Adv 116 code
questions? call 924-3269
hivespoMrtussic

Chasers
THU
NOV
9
FRI
NOV
10
5AT
NOV

CINEBAR
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

MON
NOV
13

ININQS
CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szedivan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00pm 294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

LIVE Di MUSIC
52 BLOODY
SHARI< BITES

.VItvcd R 1 Hy

$3
PITCHERS

Mood

estr

etfot
IF tr.itbiciJJ
feuturing

r

Luigi’.s
Pizza
Pasta

WED
NOV
111,

TUESDAY-SATURDAY

bin g

$2 SEX ON THE BEACH

(d
0ANIS
8-10 pm

Citas(-rs

1011; 1410..4.mIlill Road.
San Jose
one block otoollt of Imaoleo
ItCM4I 40. [wham’ Pier I hie
tO8 .269 RHEA
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rusty’

after making
it big

Ito hs jusiiii Carder
decided to
ii I..initda for
Sit
Ii t
Lit a piece of
( Ottodtan independem fIs
heading San Jose’s \NAN this
weekend.
Rusty, playing the Cactus
Club Sunday night, has
been able to retain its "sovereignty" even after signing
a contract with an international mega-corporation.
"It’s great," bassist Jim
Moore said about the contract with Atlantic Records
that allows rusty to retain
the rights to its music in
Canada. "It gives us control.
It’s like Elastica’s contract in
England. It’s important."
The one-time punk rocker likes the idea the band
can stay small yet go big.
"We still have a contract
with Handsome Boy (the
Canadian label that handles
the band). We’re still rust.
said Moore during a telephone interview from

great rock."
That explains how some
of the best songs on the CD
make you feel like you
might have heard them
before. Tracks like "Grooyy
Dead" and "Wake Me"
sound like classics like
they’ve always been around.
That isn’t to say the
music is corroded with convention. Rusty has been
around long enough to
infuse the album with a
refreshingly self-conscious
and cynical sense of humor.
It’s a subtle joke, but the
band takes three starts to
perfect the opening of the
song "Punk," a piece that,
once it gets rolling, buries
the listener in sloppy seconds-style punk ’n’ roll.
Rusty also can’t hide its
%VIA ,IllileS on "California," a
k ditty with warped harmonk s and tysisted lyrics
about another L.A. woman.
"She moved down to L.A. She
met a gliy, OK I sawed her

That isn’t exactly’
true. Following a three and-half month tour
with Collective Soul,
rusty has been trudging
it out on the club circuit, facing the familiar
challenge of every
opening band which
goes back to headlining
night clubs after touring with a big-name act.
"Every night there
were two or three thousand people," Moore
said of the months with
Collective Soul. "It’s different in clubs. We’re
just starting to get back
to where we’ve played
before. That helps."
People who do
make the effort to see
rusty will be adequately
rewarded if their live
show is as catchy as
their debut CD for
Atlantic’s TAG
Recordings, "Fluke."
"It’s pop with an
edge," Moore said
about the band’s music.
"1 think it’s rock ’n’
roll. We all grew up listening to the radio and
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head off with a knife. Now shr.,
gone away."
"I personally like
California," Moore said.
"The rest of the band wasn’t
exactly endeared by L.A."
Seeing famous cities is
one of the perks of touring,
said Moore, who was planning to visit the grassy knoll
where John F. Kennedy was
assassinated, once the telephone interview was over.
"It’s weird," said Moore.
taking a moment to reflect
on his own circumstances.
"Right above the knoll is the
Time Life Building. Atlantic
(Records) owns that, too."
One thing that Atlantic
doesn’t own yet, at least not
completely, is rusty.
"It’s nice to be free,"
Moore says. "We are independent."
Toronto-based rusty will
play at 9 p.m., Nov. 12 at
the Cactus Club in San Jose.
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Text by Shawna Glynn
Blue Flames takes its audience back to the South with
The
the classic sounds f if rhythm and blues. The music’s
authenticity could only be mirrored by a band like the
Blue Flames well verseri in the genre.
Voted best blues band III Santa Cruz, the Blue Flames, a
five-member band. gives a whole new meaning to weekend
entertainment. The batul provides a classy rendition of songs
with Chicago, Memphis, Miywk.ippi And swamp blues origins.
From the country blues of Memphis Minnie and Robert
Johnson to the saxophone-intlitenced jump bands of the 1940s
and 1950s, the Blue Flames provides a song list rich with variety. But the band performs oldies4tther blues bands neglect to
bring to their audiences.
"We do a lot of obscure (unit s. said saxophonist Marc "Mr.
K" Knweti. "We don’t play tunes that are big modern commercial successes."
The band also stays away from ...trigs performed by urban
blues bands of the early 1960s, sill il as The Rolling Stones or
the Paul Butterfield Blues Band. Instead, the Blue Flames sticks
to the original sounds of T-Bone Walker, Eltnore James, Willie
Dixon, Muddy Waters and other classic Mites musicians.
Krovetz leads the twosome horn sef iiori, -rforming solos
that leave audiences breathless. He also plays ,un, flashy duets
with the other saxophonist and part-time vocalist Kathy "Jane
Angel" Evans.
The band was formed three years ago by drummer Robert
"Boom Boom" Welch and Don "Donnie E" Evans. Evans, a
note-bending vocalist and guitarist, is a paralegal by day and
blues junky by night. Originally from New York City, he has
been a blues fan since early childhood, he said. He sings a note
and then the instrumentalists duplicate the sound, a method
similar to early blues.
The newest member of the band is Chris "Papa" Despopulos
the third bass player to join the band. Despopulos brings an
unusual technique to the band: He places a rag under the
strings of his guitar to mute the sound. This way, he said, he
brings the audience the true sound of an old-time blues band
befOre the age of widespread electric guitar popularity.
"We do this, because we want to sound like a Memphis band
in 1952 would sound like," Evans said.
Although members of the Blue Flames write some of their
own music, they perform little of it, except for Krovetz, who
writes most of the instrumental pieces for the horns. The band
has mastered at least 50 songs, and it hopes to perform more
harmonies between the two vocalists.
It’s no wonder the Blue Flames already have a dedicated
following of fans in Santa Cruz. The reason is obvious all
five Flames are impressive musicians.

Etc.
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Free Coffee or
Soft Drink

Harry Counick Jr. takes time out of his busy schedule (he recently starred in the
movie "Copycat") to perform at the San Jose Event Center.
’Tickets are $23 and $25 for general, $10 for students. and the show begins at S.
For more information, Call 9-24-2277 and see the related story on page

with meal
purchase
(excluding $3.95 lunch specials)

Author of "Longing," Maria Espinosa will appear at A Clean Well-lighted Place
for Books at 7:30. Her novel centers on a woman trying to become independent
and escaping her unhealthy relationship with her husband.
For more information, call 255-7600.

PHo X.E L1CYA.
Vietnamese Restaurant

155 San Fernando St.
289-8553

San Jose State University’s theatre arts department presents
the musical "Into The Woods." It runs through Nov. 18.
Tickets are $15 for general, $10 for students.
For more information, call 924-4555.
San Jose’s Pamela Resch displays her rare talent in a single
performance on Saturday at 8, at the Santa Clara University DeSaisset
Museum presented by the Steinway Society- The Bay Area. Resch will
play works by Bach, Chopin and Beach on the Steinway Concert Grand.
Tickets for the concert are $15.
For more information call 293-1923
The Garden City describes Los Mestizos as" the Bay Area’s finest
jazz musicians. Find out for yourself by checking out the band’s
performance Sunday. The music is a mix of influences from
Latin, Brazil, Mexico and Cuba.
There will be shows at 8:30 and 10.
I
($5 cover with dinner is required.)
For more information, call 244-3333.

- 12
sun

Canadian singer and songwriter Ferron will appear
with her band at the Palace of Fine Arts
Theatre in Cone Madera.
The show begins at 7 and tickets are $18 and $20.
For ticket information, call(415) 924-JRTX.
Gwar and Neurosis will perform
at The Edge in Palo Alto.
Tickets are $15 in advance.
The show begins at 9.
For more information,
call (415) 324-EDGE.
The Associated Students
Program Board presents
another noon concert at the
Student Union Amphitheatre
with pop band Ivy.
The show will last until
1 and is free.
For other concert information,
call 924-6261.
Voadist Natalie
lrMerchant from the
band 10,000
’-’,Maniacs performs
at the Berkeley
Community
T.
Theatre, in sup,
port of her former top 10
album on the
Billboard charts.
For time, tick.
eta, and’o

wed

Into

S

a
a

(At The Corner of 4th
and San Fernando)
Expires 1 1/1 6/9 5

---J

Coffee’s On Us
Buy 1 Coffee get 1 free
or buy one cold drink get
one for 1/2 off.

Grat/.

We Offer

Aa:IiNfON

28 vaneties of Coffee
*Tasty ontlenes
*Sandwiches
*Herbal Teas
321

.swp,
Expires 11/15/95

a

’1g610A41’

South First St. San Jose
2924698

GREAT PIZZAS
CHICKEN, SHRIMP, MOJOT" POTATOES,
and much more!

LUNCH BUFFET
11 AM -2 PM MON-FRI
-- 2 for 1

November Lunch
Special - Bring a Friend

Two Lunch
Buffets for the
Price of one -

to Lunch!!!

with this ad!!!
Pitt,M
PARK
FARM

ShalleYs

114.11.,

STORY ek KING
251-1000

IC
Golota
GO

$1 OFF ANY BURRITO
(must present coupon)

ROCK’ t4 TACOS

131 W. Santa Clara St. (5 Blocks west of Campus)
expires 11/16/95
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Paparams
Iiss off

as told by
Chris McCrellis-Mitchell

("alrrielra
Inema
other day I was
The
watching Jenny Jones
and the guests were
members of the "paparazzi."
For those of you Avho don’t
know that $5 word. it’s not a
secret society of pest, -loving
chefs, or a club t, )1’ the guys
who steer gondolas through
the streets or canals of Venice.
It’s a group of professional
(ha!) photogaphers, who
spend every waking moment
documenting (harassing) the
lives of movie stars, musicians,
athletes or anyone else in
the wealthy community
whose lives have reached
popular status. They will go
to great lengths, like hanging from trees, hiding in
garbage cans, or dispising
themselves as a sewn-course
ii
dinner, just to get some
exclusive photos which can
be sold for millions to such
respected, integrity-filled
meII,. outlets as the
National Enquirer, Globe,
Inside Edition or Hard Copy. I
don’t know about you, but I’d
call this stalking and invasion
of privacy.
You know the million dollar photos they were talking
about: Princess Di topless on a
beach with her now not-sosecret lover or Michael
Jackson with his still not-solegal secret ex-lover. Do I need
to mention any a the 0.J.
photos?
The paparani photographers used the same old transparent arguments t() justify
invading the privacy of famous
people. -That’s the price they
pay for being famous; They
ask for it by being out in public; People want to see this and
the exclusive photos are worth
millions."
In regards to statement
one: what kind of crap is that?
Oh yeah, they sold their soul
to the devil, and this is the
punishment they get. Some
jerk-off with a Nikon 34X-652
and a peeping Tom complex,
whose hands would be
wrapped around mething
liosfor the fact
else if it weren’t
thI’.t at any moment they
might miss that all-too-important photo a Madonna getiiher way to
ting iI
nto her car on
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the store to buy more Maxipads, takes another photo
opportunity. Talk about people who sell their soul.
Let’s say their argument
actually lia.s some concrete
foundation. Then where do
you draw the line? At one
lion dollars, a hit movie, being
drafted in the first five rounds
or getting signed to a record
label?
Think about the average
actor/actress. Their career
usually starts in school plass.

’Where along this line did the
love of the art of acting ask
for a 457-pound guy with a
zoom lens and 457-watt flash
to photograph every move
they make and every breath
the? take?’
They develop a love for the art
of acting, are told they are
pretty good at it and eventually get disawered. They may do
some plays and then a Et-movie
before getting a shot at a
mainstream movie. If they are
good enough, or in some
cases just PC, photographically
correct, (ahem...Ms. Crawford,
Mrs. Anderson-Lee, Mr.
Stallone, Mr. K. Reeves, please
leave your Actor’s Guild
Union cards at the clo,,t
thank you) they become a
box-office draw and then draw
the attention of the relentless
starving dogs known as the
parasites, uh, paparazzi.
Where along this line did
the love of the art a acting
ask for a 457-pound guy with a
zoom lens and 4II
57-watt flash
to photograph every move
they make and every breath
they take They didn’t. The
same can be said of musicians
and athletes. When did their
skills warrant such behavior? It
didn’t.
On to their second line of
crap. Try to define that one. It
makes sense to me to photograph the stars at the opening
of a movie or another friggin
Planet Hollywood, but why do
these morons have to snap
sI ots or film the fanious every-
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where they go? I don’t need to
see DeNiro walking down the
street or Jackie O. at her
vate beach front home. And
neither does anyone else. How
much do you need to see of
them, really?
Line of WI number three.
Look at the fia.sco surrounding the Baldwin photographer
beating. The photographer
was attempting to get the first
picture of the Bald
Basinger baby. The
rat’s-a.ss" guy said an exclusive
photo like that is worth
lions and the beating was
uncalled for. I disagree.
If I was bringing my baby
home for the first time, I
wouldn’t want to be bothered by such people. It’s a
private moment. If they
wanted to share it, they’d
invite you. The nvo stars
pn)bably want to keep their
child’s life private since they
know how crappy it is when
you are either a prisoner in
your own home or yoIiu have
cImera people playing a
never-ending game of ffillow
the leader. I d probably kick
the guy’s ass too.
I m not advocating
lence, but something has to be
done. Sure, most big stars are

millionaires who have things
given to them, but ultimately
they are humans with feelings
too. Many people fbrget that.
But just like you and me, they
have dnig problems, family
problems, constipation, hemorrhoids. They run out of
let paper. Well, maybe they do
(I always have enough). But if
I do become famous (shaw,
right!), and my wife and I
have to go to Stop n’ Rob to
get some, there better not be a
photographer following me,
because blood won’t be the
only thing they’ll be wiping off
their clothes.
Etc.
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THE ADDICTION

PERSUASION

VISIT OUR NEW CAMERA CAFE!
ANIL R A ONE

366 S

First St

998-3300

0,1p’
TICKE T T NEW Y
Wo 2 R,
MIGHTY APHRODITE
W
,
’ IADVO, ROCKY HINIROR PICTURE SHOW
Hot New Live "Bawdy Caste
TOWNE 3

Now Peri orming

1433 THE ALAMEDA 2871433

ADDED LATE SHOWS FRI & SAT’

THEREMIN:

THE HEMP

AN ELECTRONIC ODYSSEY REVOLUTION
STARTS FRIDAY’ THAT’S SLAXPLOITAT1ON,
USTI FILM FESTA/AL SEE AD THIS SECTION
MON 8 TUES CINEMA HONG KONG
Premiere, ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS:
, S :Thow vn f a’
BLOOD OF LEOPARD
GOD OF GAMBLER S RETURN
rf ATOS 41 N Santa Cro. 39S-0203
D
PARKIN Posy

AST 7 OATS
MUST ENO NOV 16

KICKINGSSCREAMING BROTHERS IACMULLEN

FREE

OR VALIDATED PARKING
CLOSE TO ALL THEATRES!

BODY EXTIC
’1 TRAINED NOWLEDGEABLE. AND PROFESSIONAL
BODY PI ERCI.RS.
-s STERILE PROCEDURES IN A CLEAN, NONTHREATFN
ING ENVIRONMENT.
-\ BRING IN THIS AD FOR 10% OFF ANY PIERCING OF
PURCHASE!
466 MERIDIAN AVE. SAN JOSE (408)99 -EXOTIC

Spread the Love
R6WZ
Music Reviews To Use
STOP!!! You are missing out on the
most important, informative and entertaining month music
pubbcation in the industry.
Each issue of Rock Love
contains sc ruda iharin* .71.1
germs of musk that we know all r
lovers of music will

Send
tor Rol c.o.
ol Rock

benefit by becoming a subscriber.
Ifyou am not a member of
our music family, subscribe.
Now!! Return this order
form now so that you ran be
sure of receiving the wit
i.oue, or call fin free

1 Year $24.95
2 Years $39 90 20% SAVINGS!!
I WANT TO JOIN THE ROCK LOVE
FAMILY!!!
Name
Address
C:ity, State Zip
For Free Sample issue
call 40B-736-986’5
Make Checks/M.O. Payable to T.A.P.P.
& Mail to: T.A.E P. 129 S.
Mary Ave.Sunnyvale, Ca 94086

